
Response to anonymous Referee #1

We thanks Reviewer 1 for the interesting and extensive comments on the manuscripts. Below we
will provide a detailed response to all individual comments.

I don’t understand the reasoning for why you generate 100 reasonable fits and then select only the 10
best fits (P7 L15). Firstly, this emulator/box-model should be cheap to run, so why choose such small
numbers? Surely ensembles of order 10,000 or 100,000 are more reasonable. Secondly, the choice of
10 best fits seems to narrow the ranges of several parameters (e.g. V4, F1, h1). By doing this you rule
out large regions of parameter space that give perfectly reasonable fits, and could behave differently
under different forcing scenarios. If the primary aim is to assess uncertainty in AMOC projections I
would expect to see a rigorous analysis of the uncertainty. By discarding large areas of parameter
space uncertainty will certainly be underestimated.
Thanks for raising this valid point. Our aim here is not to provide an uncertainty assessment of 
AMOC projections, it is to provide a method with which one could do this, as for example done in
the manuscript by Bakker et al. under review in GRL, now also pointed out in the last line of the 
main manuscript
(lines 1-2 page 13) “The AMOC-emulator is a valuable tool to study the uncertainty in GCM-
based AMOC projections, such as the one recently being performed on the results from the 
AMOCMIP project (Bakker et al., 2016).”
The assessment referred to here is based on multiple GCMs, decreasing the need for a large 
number of AMOC-emulators for a single GCM. 
With regard to the point that the AMOC-emulator is cheap and could thus be run for tens or 
even hundreds of thousands of times. This is very true, however, it takes many time steps and 
iterations to find a single reasonable fit. We have now included the following description to the 
manuscript
(line 30 page 8 to line 2 page 9) “To provide an idea of the computational expenses of the model 
we provide a back of the envelope calculation. This shows that a single run over all scenarios 
takes 105 time steps which are done in about 5 seconds. You need on the order of 400 iterations (in
which parameter values are perturbed) to find a single reasonable fit, resulting in approximately 
half an hour to calculate a single reasonable fit on a normal desktop computer.”
This shows that by using more powerful computers and or running in parallel the number of 
reasonable fits could be enhanced, but it shows that 10,000 to 100,000 reasonable fits is ambitious
nonetheless. 

In the four scenarios not seen by the emulator (Fig. 8) the behavior of UVic is clearly not captured in
two cases (lower left and upper right). There are no confidence intervals plotted (or computed as far as
I  can  tell),  but  I  believe  the  GCM would  lie  well  outside  2  standard errors  in  those  two  cases.
Therefore, the GCM would still need to be run for any untested scenario. I would not trust the emulator
in its current form.
We don't agree with the general notion given by the reviewer. Firstly, it is important to realize
that the values given in figure 8 are anomalies with respect to the time series given in figure 7.
Thus even the largest mismatch between GCM and AMOC-emulator (~1-2Sv in lower left panel)
is 'only' a mismatch of 10-20%
(lines 27-28 page 10) “Nonetheless, the mismatch between the AMOC-emulator and the UVic-
based AMOC evolution is smaller than ~10% of the AMOC strength.”
We have  added  an  objective  assessment  of  the  predictive  power of  the  AMOC-emulator  by
comparing the results with a null-model that assumes that the emulator has no predictive power;



it doesn't know if an additional forcing on top of the ones  used in the tuning procedure would
further increase or decrease the AMOC and would thus result in zero anomalies. This assessment
shows that in three out of four cases the AMOC-emulator has substantial predictive power. We
discuss this assessment in the manuscript
(lines 20-30 page 11) “This is quantified by comparing the AMOC-emulator results with a null-
model that assumes an AMOC-emulator with zero skill, meaning that it simply reproduces the
original calibration data. The results from these experiments are shown as anomalies relative to
the original scenario, the original being RCP8.5-GIS for RCP8.5x0.5-GIS, RCP8.5x1.5-GIS and
RCP8.5-GISx1.5, and RCP4.5-GIS for RCP4.5-GISRCP8.5x1.5. We find that for large changes in
the GHG forcing the Uvic-based AMOC-emulators are well capable of predicting the AMOC
evolution of UVic in terms of sign and amplitude and perform better than the null-model (upper
panels Fig. 8). For large changes in the applied GIS melt forcing the picture is more complex
(lower panels Fig. 8). A strong increase in GIS melt under a low GHG scenario shows an excellent
performance of the AMOC-emulator and a RSME that is much lower than for the null-model
(RCP4.5-GISRCP-8.5x1.5 in Fig. 8), but for the high GHG scenario, a 50% increase in GIS melt
leads to a deterioration of the fit between UVic and AMOC-emulator with consequently a larger
RSME than that provided by the null-model (RCP8.5-GISx1.5 in Fig. 8). The latter shows that
the UVic-based AMOC-emulators tend to overestimate the impact of GIS melt on the AMOC
strength under high-end GHG scenarios. Summarizing, in all four cases the emulator predicts the
correct sign of the AMOC response to changes in the forcings, and in three out of four cases the
predictive power of the AMOC-emulator is better than of the null-model.”
Nonetheless, it is important to acknowledge that using an emulator will introduce a new type of
error in any assessment, pointed out by the following text in the manuscript
(lines  5-7  page  12)  “It  is  clear  that  using  an  AMOC-emulator  introduces  a  new  type  of
uncertainty into AMOC projections, however, for which level of added uncertainty an AMOC-
emulator is still useful is a question that is difficult to address.”

On multidecadal timescales the emulator is plagued by sensitivity to surface temperature oscillations.
These  seem  to  have  arisen  from  the  addition  of  the  atmospheric  boxes  to  the  ocean  box  model
published by Zickfeld et al., 2004. Can the authors confirm that this is the case, and if so can they
control this sensitivity, e.g. by introducing a damping/mixing term?
The multidecadal AMOC oscillations result from the UVic-based regional temperature forcings
of the AMOC-emulator and thus in turn to internal variability of UVic. Zickfeld et al. (2004)
applied highly idealized linear temperature increases of global temperature, thus not including
any multi-decadal variability. On the contrary, in our approach we directly use regional GCM-
based temperature time series to force the AMOC-emulator. In this way the forcing not only
takes  into  account  the  GCMs  global  climate  sensitivity,  but  also  mechanisms  like  polar
amplification  etc.  that  cause  regional  temperature  change  differences.  This  method  also
introduces any multi-decadal internal variability that might exist in a GCM into the AMOC-
emulator when expressed in regional temperature time series. We acknowledge this feature, but
do not see it as an issue.

If the authors have good reason to retain this behavior they need to test the sensitivity to the phase of
the variability. For all of the scenarios, the chosen start date (2006) appears to be shortly after a peak
in the strong multidecadal variability, so the AMOC is preconditioned to decline at this time. Under all
scenarios  the  AMOC  in  the  ‘best’  emulators  appear  to  decline  faster  than  the  UVic  model.
Consequently, the SA tuning and the cost function used may be adversely affected by this multidecadal
variability. 
Indeed, following from the usage of the Stommel model to emulate the AMOC, multi-decadal



temperature variability and its  phasing impact the projected AMOC changes, in the AMOC-
emulator, in UVic and most likely also in reality. Perhaps the AMOC response in the AMOC-
emulator to regional temperature changes is too direct (as mentioned in the manuscript)
(lines 25-26 page 10)  “simulates a too direct response of the AMOC strength to multi-decadal
surface temperature oscillations.”
and thus the importance of multi-decadal variability overestimated, but we don't see this as a
major issue. It seems to us that the years before 2006 represent in fact a time of relatively weak
AMOC, not strong, thus preconditioning the AMOC-emulator to a somewhat weaker response to
global change. However, again, we don't see this as an issue since we focus on projecting AMOC
changes  on  multi-decadal  and  longer  timescales,  as  is  now  speciffically  mentioned  in  the
manuscript
(lines 21-22 page 12)  “The assumptions behind the AMOC-emulator presented here, limit it to
projecting AMOC changes on multi-decadal and larger timescales.”
We don't agree with the notion of the reviewer that the decline in the emulators is faster than in
UVic, they are in fact very similar. Finally, multi-decadal AMOC variability only impacts the
absolute value of the cost function, not the resulting optimal fits.

On centennial timescales the emulator (as currently presented) does not capture crucial features of the
AMOC response to the forcing (Fig. 7). In particular I would draw attention to the RCP4.5 scenarios,
in which the GCM exhibits a strong reduction followed by a steady recovery. The emulator fails to
identify either the timing or amplitude of the AMOC minimum and it  fails  to identify the recovery
phase. In addition it appears to show signs of a recovery phase under RCP8.5 when UVic shows none.
The authors state (P9 L28) that the fit can be improved, but that this would entail a higher overall cost
function for the SA tuning method. Is this indicative of a poor choice of cost function? Does it mean
that the box model should be tuned separately for each scenario?
The failure of the AMOC emulator to capture the slight recovery of the AMOC under RCP4.5 is
indeed  an  issue  and  shows  the  limitations  of  the  simple  box  model  to  capture  all  complex
feedbacks in the GCM. Indeed, as mentioned in the manuscript, the AMOC-emulator does allow
for an AMOC recovery under RCP4.5, but that would mean a large deterioration of the fit of the
AMOC emulator  to  the  AMOC in  RCP8.5  and thus  it  would  increase  the  value  of  the  cost
function, for which reason this solution is not found through this approach. It is an interesting
point  if  the  AMOC-emulator  should  be  tuned  separately  for  each  scenario.  We added  the
following to the manuscript to cover this issue
(lines 23-33 page 10) “It is also worth noting that the fit for an individual simulation could be
improved, for instance the AMOC-emulator does allow for a partial AMOC recovery as UVic
shows for RCP4.5, but such an AMOC-emulator is not found through the SA tuning methodology
in this example, because it  would degrade the fit for the other scenarios and thus lead to an
overall higher cost function.”
More discussion on this topic follows in Sect. 4 of the manuscript
(lines 7-13  page 12) “Another important consideration when using the AMOC-emulator is the
spread in GCM climate forcing scenarios that is included in the tuning process. When using only
a single climate change scenario, a better match can be obtained between the AMOC evolution
given by the GCM and AMOC-emulator, however, the reliability of the AMOC-emulator will
quickly decrease for different climate forcings. On the other hand, one could use a large number
of climate change projections in the tuning process to obtain a lesser fit for individual scenarios,
but an AMOC-emulator that is applicable to a much larger range of climate change scenarios.
The best strategy to be follow strongly depends on the research question in mind.”

A far more substantial summary is required. For example, the emulator’s limitations need to be clearly



stated  (and  whether/how  the  authors  think  these  can  be  addressed).  For  what  purposes  are  the
emulator suitable in its current form, and for what purposes might it be useful subject to further work?
With the current analysis, I disagree with the statement that “the UVic-based AMOC-emulator captures
well the overall characteristics of the multi-centennial response of the AMOC”.
Thanks for this comment. We agree that are more substantial and clear discussion is needed to
make clear what the model can and cannot do. We have added the following to the discussion
section to clearly discuss the applicability of the AMOC-emulator and the limitations that should
be considered:
(lines 1-22 page 12) “Overall, the predictive power of the AMOC-emulator is reasonable when
one  considers  the  simplicity  of  the  AMOC  box  model,  but  for  forcing  scenarios  that  are
increasingly  far  away  from  the  forcings  that  are  used  in  tuning  the  AMOC-emulator,  the
predictive power decreases. A large advantage of using a physics-based AMOC-emulator that is
tuned with large climate forcings, over the use of for instance a statistical AMOC-emulator, is
that it projects the point after which the AMOC collapses and switches to an off state, as this is an
integral part of the physics of the Stommel model.  It  is clear that using an AMOC-emulator
introduces  new  uncertainty  into  AMOC  projections,  however,  for  which  level  of  added
uncertainty an AMOC-emulator is still useful is a question that is difficult to address. Another
important consideration when using the AMOC-emulator is the spread in GCM climate forcing
scenarios  that  is  included  in  the  tuning  process.  When  using  only  a  single  climate  change
scenario, a  better match can be obtained between the AMOC evolution given by the GCM and
AMOC-emulator,  however,  in  this  case  the  reliability  of  the  AMOC-emulator  will  quickly
decrease for different climate forcings.  On the other hand, one could use a large number of
climate change projections in the tuning process to obtain a lesser fit for individual scenarios, but
an AMOC-emulator that is applicable to a much larger range of climate change scenarios. The
best strategy to be followed strongly depends on the research question in mind. The assumptions
behind the  AMOC-emulator  presented  here,  limit  it  to  projecting  AMOC changes  on multi-
decadal and larger timescales. Therefore, the applied GCM-based climate forcings and AMOC
strength time series should best be filtered to exclude high frequency variability. Moreover, an
AMOC-emulator  that  is  tuned  to  specific  GIS  melt  experiments  is  likely  not  applicable  to
experiments in which melt water is applied to a different geographical region or with a different
seasonal cycle. This is not to say that the presented AMOC-emulator framework cannot equally
be applied to other sources of melt water input. Finally, many processes that are known to impact
the AMOC are not considered in the AMOC-emulator, for instance the impact of winds, gyre
circulation, Southern Ocean upwelling or deep water formation outside of the North Atlantic (see
Sect. 1). If such processes would prove to dominate the AMOC response to future climate change,
a  different  AMOC box model  should  be  considered  that  places  emphasis  on  that  particular
process.”

Minor comments:-
Page 3 Line 12: Prescribed FW fluxes: F1 and F2 are tuned parameters. I would have expected these
to vary as a function of the forcing/climate. What is the justification for fixing them?
This  part  was not  sufficiently  clear in the manuscript  and has now been updated.  The total
freshwater fluxes F1 and F2 are not part of the tuning procedure, but F01 and F02 (the combined
wind-driven oceanic and atmospheric meridional freshwater fluxes for the reference state are).
The text now reads
(line 18 page 4) “Freshwater fluxes F01 , F02 and coefficients h1 and h2  are included in the tuning
procedure (Tab. 2)”

Page 5 Line 10: What you also fail  to consider are nonlinearities between these parameters.  Co-



varying the parameters in Tables 1 and 2 could yield very different behaviours.
The parameter fitting method we employ, simulated annealing, randomly varies the individual
parameters,  thus considering (although not explicitly) both linear and nonlinear relationships
between  parameters.  Moreover, by  including  Figure  6  we  perform  a  first  order  test  to  see
whether relationships exist between parameters, which indeed is the case for several of them. 

Page 5 Line 30: algorith > algorithm
Thank you, it has been corrected.

Page 6 Line 4: I find the arbitrary choice of +/- 200% rather strange. What is the justification for this?
We agree  that  this  choice  is  arbitrary. Our approach has  been to  take this  arbitrary  value,
perform the analysis and then to analyze whether or not all parameter values that resulted from
the fitting procedure were well within the +-200% range (see also figure 6). From this it was
decided to keep the +-200% value. This point is clarified by adding
(lines 14-15 page 7) “The appropriateness of this arbitrary range of initial parameter values is
later verified by ensuring that all final parameter values are well within the initial range.”

Page 6 Line 8: analogues > analogous
Thank you, it has been corrected.

Check typesetting in Tables (e.g. Table 1 column 2)
Thank you, typesetting is checked.

Table 1: (typo) dependend > dependent
Thank you, it has been corrected.

Check typesetting on Figure 8: it appears corrupted.
Thank you, typesetting is checked.

Figure 4 caption: (typo) relatvie > relative
Thank you, it has been corrected.

Figure 8 caption: (typo) calculate > calculated
Thank you, it has been corrected.

Figure 8 caption: (typo) rigth > right
Thank you, it has been corrected.



Response to anonymous Referee #2

We thanks Reviewer 2 for the interesting and extensive comments on the manuscripts. Below we
will provide a detailed response to all individual comments.

1 General Comments
1.1 Introduction
The introduction does not sufficiently reflect the state of the literature on AMOC and in particularly not
on conceptual models such as the Stommel-Model to study it.
Our  understanding  of  AMOC dynamics  has  advanced  considerably  over  the  last  years  thanks  to
ongoing observations e.g. in the Rapid array (see Srokosz & Byrden, Science 2015). In addition a
recent studies has suggest that the AMOC might already be in decline (Rahmstorf et al. 2015). While of
course not directly relevant for the emulator itself, such observational findings need to be discussed in
an  approach  that  emulate  AMOC behaviour  over  the  next  centuries.  This  should  also  include  a
discussion of atmospheric imprints on the AMOC e.g. such as atmospheric blocking events. It should
also allow to assess the performance of GCMs in relation to the observational record.
We cannot agree with the points raised above. We are presenting a new modeling framework in a
journal for model development. As such, we agree that some insights as to why we think a new
modeling framework is needed is called for, but a discussion of observed AMOC changes, AMOC
fingerprints or the performance of GCMs in relation to the observational record does not seem
appropriate in this journal and is beyond the scope of this paper..

Much more important though is the discussion in relation to the emulator approach taken. Stommel
type models have been used since quite some time and might be able to capture key dynamics of the
AMOC (e.g. bistability). However, they at the same time have faced a lot of criticism and alternative
models describing AMOC behaviour exist. This is in particular related to the relevance of Southern
Ocean upwelling reflected in a conceptual model by Gnanadesikan (1999) related to changes in the
pycnocline depth. A dynamic that is completely missing in the Stommel approach.
This  has  been  explored  further  in  conceptual  models  and  attempts  exist  to  unify  pycnocline  and
freshwater-feedback dynamics.  In this  context,  the authors should consider  the work of Sijp  et  al.
(2012) that they may find helpful.
Another  question directly  relating  to  the  physical  plausibility  of  the Stommel  model  relates  to  the
relationship  of  circulation  strength  and  meridional  density  gradient  in  a  geostrophic  ocean.  The
authors should consider work by Gregoy & Tailleux (2010) that present a kinetic energy approach
essential providing a physical explanation for the (empirically supported) meridional density gradient
outlining the relevance of the Western Boundary Current in modelling AMOC dynamics.
These comments should not be seen as undermining the Stommel model approach taken here, but they
need to be addressed. In short, the authors should show motivate their approach in the light of the most
recent literature.
Thanks for pointing this out and we agree that a more thorough discussion of the pro's and con's
of the used Stommel model is called for. An important caveat of using a Stommel model is that
Southern  Ocean  upwelling,  the  role  of  Southern  Hemisphere  mid-latitude  winds  and  other
processes are neglected, a point that we have added to the discussion of this manuscript. Our
choice to use the Stommel model was driven by two considerations. Firstly, to our knowledge no
unified simple AMOC model exists and as such it is not clear if other models are better or worse
than the Stommel model  in relating surface temperature and freshwater flux changes to the
AMOC strength. Secondly, the Stommel model allows for rather straightforward inclusion of
temperature and freshwater forcings based on GCM simulations, while for other models like the
ones mentioned above it is not clear to us how this could be done. Finally, it is important to note



that we did not set out to construct a new simple model that describes the main dynamics of the
AMOC, but rather to use an existing model and build a framework around it that can easily be
applied to GCM climate change and AMOC projections.

Following the above, we have updated the introduction to read
(lines 14-23 page 2) “At the center of our approach is the assumption that changes in AMOC
strength  are  linearly  related  to  changes  in  the  Atlantic  meridional  density  contrast.  Since
Stommel (1961) a large number of studies have provided evidence for an important role of the
Atlantic meridional density contrast in driving AMOC changes (e.g. Rahmstorf, 1996; Gregory
and Tailleux, 2011; Butler et al., 2016). Nonetheless, it neglects several important processes, like
the role of Southern Ocean upwelling, winds and deep water formation (e.g. Gnanadesikan, 1999;
de Boer et al., 2010) and a unified theory describing the fundamental mechanisms driving and
sustaining the AMOC lacks to this date (Lozier, 2010). Using a Stommel model to emulate AMOC
changes driven by surface temperature and freshwater forcings seems appropriate in the light of
present-day knowledge and the apparent leading role of surface buoyancy changes in simulated
future AMOC weakening (IPCC Climate Change, 2013).  Moreover, the model is  easy to use,
interpreted and can be forced directly with GCM-based forcing fields. Nonetheless, the processes
that have been omitted and the simplicity of the model should be considered when interpreting
the results.”
To the discussion section we have added
(lines 20-24 page 12) “...many processes that are known to impact the AMOC are not considered
in  the  AMOC-emulator, for  instance  the  impact  of  winds,  gyre  circulation,  Southern  Ocean
upwelling or deep water formation outside of the North Atlantic (see Sect. 1). If such processes
would prove to dominate the AMOC response to future climate change, a different AMOC box
model should be considered that places emphasis on that particular process.”

1.2 The Emulator model
Here, the work dominantly builds on a previous model by Zickfeld et al. (2004) plus a representation of
the Bjerknes feedback. It does however not become sufficiently clear, why this addition will represent a
substantial  advancement.  The  authors  show  the  differences  in  Fig.  9  and  describe  that  this  will
represent a negative feedback on the AMOC dynamics. But it’s not clear, if Figure 9 shows two sets
calibrated individually (with and without atmospheric feedback) or just from the optimal parameter set
with  this  feedback  switched on and off.  Therefore,  I  cannot  judge if  the  conclusion  drawn by the
authors on the importance of the effect are due to their specific parameter set or not.
It would add merit, if the authors could show that the model including the Bjerknes effect will in the
end outperform the no-atmospheric feedback model in the fitting procedure. This would also justify,
why there model is actually better than the one presented in Zickfeld (2004).
Thanks for providing this comment. Firstly, the main improvement with respect to the Zickfeld et
al. (2004) model is that we provide a framework that allows one to use limited GCM AMOC and
climate projections to tune an AMOC-emulator in order to perform an uncertainty analysis. The
Zickfeld et al.  (2004) approach used a full  ~20.000yr long hysteresis  simulation to tune their
emulator, not feasible for most IPCC-type GCMs. Moreover, they did not force their emulator
with  GCM-based  temperature  changes  or  consider  inter-GCM  differences  in  regional
temperature changes. Those are the features we see as most important changes with respect to
earlier work, a view that is now better reflected in the introduction of the manuscript by
(line 23 page 1 to line 3 page 2)  “To this end we developed an AMOC-emulator framework. It
entails  a  simple  box model  that  uses  physical  relationships  to  represent  the  most  important
mechanisms and feedbacks that  govern the AMOC’s response to changes in regional  surface
temperatures, freshwater fluxes and enhanced melting of the GIS. The AMOC-emulator can be



forced by temperature and melt water fluxes from any GCM, and using AMOC time series the
free parameters of the box model are tuned to mimic the GCM’s AMOC sensitivity to future
climate change.”
and in later on in the introduction it reads
(lines 11-13 page 2) “the approach described here is designed specifically to allow future studies
in which a limited number of climate projections from multiple GCMs, limited in the simulated
forcing scenarios and simulation length, to be combined into a Bayesian framework of century
time-scale probabilistic AMOC projections.”

With respect to the added stabilizing Bjerkness feedback, it indeed appears from Figure 9 that
it's  impact is  limited. Figure 9 shows results  for the same parameter sets  with this feedback
switched on and off, allowing for a direct investigation of its impact. Nonetheless, we deem the
model including this feedback more realistic. Moreover, the effect is non-negligible
(lines 1-6 page 11) “The impact of including atmospheric meridional heat transport is a small,
but non-negligible ~1Sv strengthening of the control state of the AMOC (not shown) and, more
importantly, a slightly lower sensitivity to changes in radiative forcing and GIS melt (Fig. 9). This
confirms  our  understanding  of  atmospheric  meridional  heat  transport  acting  as  a  negative
feedback to AMOC changes. The simulations with the atmospheric feedback included have on
average a stronger AMOC by 8.1±1.9% (μ ± σ; calculated over all 10 best fits and over all five
forcing scenarios).”

Furthermore, the model includes 5 atmospheric boxes. Why are 5 boxes needed and not 3 to resolve the
meridional heat transport? I think that can be easily motivated and maybe I missed it. Maybe it’s worth
considering to restructure the approach by moving subsection 2.3 further up to discuss the setup of the
atmospheric forcings.
Including high latitude atmospheric boxes allows us to have a closed energy budget and more
realistic meridional atmospheric heat transport. This is now described at
(lines  14-16 page 5)  “Meridional  heat  fluxes are assumed zero at the northern and southern
boundaries of the domain, which for this reason are chosen to be the North and South pole rather
than the meridional limits of the ocean component. ”
Thanks for the suggestion to rearrange this section. We have accordingly switched sections 2.2
and 2.3.

In this context, the authors should also reflect on the limitations of the model to reproduce transient
AMOC changes that relate to the assumption of well-mixed density within the boxes. This might be in
particularly relevant in relation to the Greenland freshwater input. Clearly, this represents an over-
simplification  and  may  substantially  limit  the  capabilities  of  this  approach  to  emulate  transient
behaviour (I’ll further comment on this below).
Thanks for pointing this out. We fully agree that a box model can never resolve the complexities
of the interaction between Greenland meltwater and the ocean. We have experimented with an
additional tuning parameter to include the GCM dependent 'efficiency' of Greenland meltwater
to impact the density of the North Atlantic ocean box, but decided against it since the current
seven  tuning  parameters  already  allow  for  sufficient  freedom  to  tune  an  AMOC-emulator
towards the AMOC sensitivity of a specific GCM. More importantly, the discussion section of the
manuscript now describes the limitations of the AMOC-emulator
(lines 22-23 page 12) “The assumptions behind the AMOC-emulator presented here, limit it to
projecting AMOC changes on multi-decadal and larger timescales.”
and
(lines 24-27 page 12) “...an AMOC-emulator that is tuned to specific GIS melt experiments is



likely not  applicable to experiments in which melt water is applied to a different geographical
region or with a different seasonal cycle. This is not to say that the presented AMOC-emulator
framework cannot equally be applied to other sources of melt water input.”

1.3 The tuning to complex model output
In the manuscript, the model is tuned to an EMIC model UVIC. I think that’s generally no problem, but
somehow contradicts the initial claims by the authors that this emulator could now be used to run
larger ensembles. What is it exactly that the emulator provides that cannot be done with an EMIC?
In general terms, the strength of an emulator is it’s capability to include projections from a range of
different models. We have AMOC projections for several CMIP5 models, why is it not applied to those?
In addition, there are the AMOC sensitivity studies by Gregory et al. (2005) and Stouffer et al. (2006)
that would provide enough runs to calibrate the model. Why isn’t it applied to those runs?
In  addition,  the  authors  mention  the  AMOCMIP  project.  Can  the  emulator  be  applied  to  the
AMOCMIP output?  
Thanks for these comments. It has become clear from the comments of the different reviewers
that  the  aim of  this  manuscript  is  not  sufficiently  clear  and  we have  changed  the  abstract,
introduction and summary sections to improve on this. In this manuscript we want to describe a
modeling framework that allows one to use limited GCM output to tune and force an AMOC box
model  that  can  in  turn  be  used  to  perform  uncertainty  analysis.  It  is  not  the  aim  of  this
manuscript to provide future AMOC projections or provide such an uncertainty analysis. See
also the responses provided above.

I checked the project homepage and understood that the AMOCMIP will explictly resolve different
Greenland  basins  separately. Is  that  correct?  If  so,  and following  recent  findings  that  it  actually
matters a lot for North Atlantic dynamics where the freshwater is actually applied, will this emulator
be the best tool to reproduce these dynamics? Or should it maybe consist of a subpolar (Labrador Sea)
and North Atlantic box? And/or should conceptual models of convection in marginal seas e.g. by Spall
(2004) and Straneo (2009) be integrated?
Thanks for this question. Indeed the aim of the simulations in AMOCMIP is to provide 'realistic'
Greenland melt  scenarios  and to  apply  those  to  IPCC-type climate  change projections.  This
includes explicitly resolving spatial and seasonal differences in the meltwater flux. Such details
cannot be captured by the AMOC-emulator. However, as described above, by tuning the AMOC-
emulator to the forcings and AMOC projections of a specific GCM, we take into account the
inter-GCM differences in the sensitivity of the AMOC to changes in temperature and freshwater.

1.4 Results
I’ve to admit I’m not impressed by the capabilities of the emulator in reproducing the model outcome.
As apparent from Fig. 7, the emulator is systematically underestimating AMOC reduction for RCP4.5
and RCP8.5 no melt, while then over-estimating it for RCP8.5 plus GIS (maybe due to non-linearities
kicking in here and timescale issues discussed above?). 
Thanks for pointing this out. We agree that there are limitations to the AMOC-emulator and that
because of choices that have been made, it appears that previous emulator perform better. There
are, however, a number of important things to take into consideration. Firstly, one could perform
the tuning on a single GCM forcing scenario and the result will be a closer fit between GCM and
emulator AMOC. However, when choosing that approach, one is limited to applying the emulator
to forcing scenarios close to the one used for tuning. By using a larger number of scenario in the
tuning process, the emulator can be used to test the AMOC for a much larger range of scenarios,
albeit at the cost of having larger discrepancies between GCM and emulator. We have added text



along these lines to the manuscript
(lines 23-33 page 10) “It is also worth noting that the fit for an individual simulation could be
improved, for instance the AMOC-emulator does allow for a partial AMOC recovery as UVic
shows for RCP4.5, but such an AMOC-emulator is not found through the SA tuning methodology
in this example, because it  would degrade the fit for the other scenarios and thus lead to an
overall higher cost function.”
More discussion on this topic follows in Sect. 4 of the manuscript
(lines 7-13  page 12) “Another important consideration when using the AMOC-emulator is the
spread in GCM climate forcing scenarios that is included in the tuning process. When using only
a single  climate  change scenario,  a  much better match can be  obtained between the AMOC
evolution  given  by  the  GCM  and  AMOC-emulator,  however,  the  reliability  of  the  AMOC-
emulator will quickly decrease for different climate forcings. On the other hand, one could use a
large  number  of  climate  change  projections  in  the  tuning  process  to  obtain  a  lesser  fit  for
individual scenarios, but an AMOC-emulator that is applicable to a much larger range of climate
change scenarios. The best strategy to be follow strongly depends on the research question in
mind.”
The authors discussion of this simply stating that “It is, however, to be expected that a box-model does
not completely capture the behavior of the AMOC as simulated with a higher order climate model” is
clearly  insufficient.  In  particular, as  there have  been much simpler  AMOC emulators  around that
actually perform much better (also and in particularly an AMOC recovery, e.g.  Schleussner et  al.
2014).
Another issue to consider is the use of physics-based or statistical emulators. With a statistical
AMOC emulator one could obtain better agreement between GCM and emulator, however, such
a model cannot be used to extrapolate for larger forcings. With a physics-based AMOC-emulator
one can have more confidence in the response to large forcings, for instance a complete AMOC
shutdown, notwithstanding that also in this approach the uncertainty is likely to increase for
forcings further away from those used for tuning. This is discussed in the final section of the
updated manuscript (lines 1-8 page 12)
“Overall,  the predictive  power of  the AMOC-emulator is  reasonable when one considers  the
simplicity of the AMOC box model, but forcing scenarios that are increasingly far away from the
forcings that are used in tuning the AMOC-emulator, the predictive power decreases. A large
advantage  of  using a  physics-based  AMOC-emulator  that  is  tuned  with  larger  large  climate
forcings, over the use of for instance a statistical AMOC-emulator, is that it projects the point
after which the AMOC collapses and switches to an off state, as this is an integral part of the
physics of the Stommel model. It is clear that using an AMOC-emulator introduces a new type of
uncertainty into AMOC projections, however, for which level of added uncertainty an AMOC-
emulator is still useful is a question that is difficult to address.”

The apparent oscillations in the emulator arising from a “too direct response” of the emulator towards
multi-decadal surface temperature oscillations also merits more discussion.
The origin of the oscillations is already mentioned in the manuscript
(lines 17-18 page 9) “The UVic-based surface temperature evolution exhibits multi-decadal to
centennial oscillations that result from global climate variability originating from the Southern
Ocean”
and we do not deem it necessary to discuss the resulting AMOC osculations in much detail as
they are a feature of the forcing based on this particular climate model and not a feature of the
AMOC-emulator. In the discussion section we have added some words describing the kind of
temperature forcings that are appropriate to use
(lines 15-17 page 12) “The assumptions behind the AMOC-emulator presented here, limit it to



projecting AMOC changes on multi-decadal and larger timescales. Therefore, the applied GCM-
based  climate  forcings  and  AMOC  strength  time  series  should  be  filtered  to  exclude  high
resolution variability.”

It is even worse for the predictions in Fig. 8. First of all, the figure is not well-labelled (no y-axis
labeling, panels not clearly distinguishable, and what is given by the numbers 5,1,5?) and that there is
no such thing as a top-middle panel for only two boxes. 
The conversion of the figure must have gone wrong at some point because the points raised by the
reviewer are difficult to understand looking at the figures we have in the manuscript. We will
ensure that the figures are correct in the next version.

For none of the panels, the model actually captures key features. It fails to capture the bumps in the
top-left and bottom right, and for the two other panels, it gets it wrong completely. I cannot agree to
the  author’s conclusions  that  “Overall,  the  predictive  power  of  the  AMOC-emulator  is  good  for
reasonable forcing scenarios when one considers the simplicity of the model.”
We don't agree with the general notion given by the reviewer. Firstly, the AMOC-emulator is not
designed to emulator decadal AMOC fluctuations as simulated by the GCM. As mentioned in the
manuscript, those results from internal climate variability mostly originating from the Southern
Ocean and it is not to be expected that the emulator captures those. Moreover, the focus of the
AMOC emulator is on multi-decadal to multi-centennial scales, something that is now specifically
mentioned in the discussion (see reply above).
Furthermore, it is important to realize that the values given in figure 8 are anomalies with respect
to the time series given in figure 7. Thus even the largest mismatch between GCM and AMOC-
emulator (~1-2Sv in lower left panel) is 'only' a mismatch of 10-20%
(lines 27-28 page 10) “Nonetheless, the mismatch between the AMOC-emulator and the UVic-
based AMOC evolution is smaller than ~10% of the AMOC strength.”
We have added an objective assessment of the predictive power of the AMOC-emulator by 
comparing the results with a null-model that assumes that the emulator has no predictive power; 
it doesn't know if an additional forcing on top of the ones  used in the tuning procedure would 
further increase or decrease the AMOC and would thus result in zero anomalies. This assessment 
shows that in three out of four cases the AMOC-emulator has substantial predictive power. We 
discuss this assessment in the manuscript
(lines 20-30 page 11) “This is quantified by comparing the AMOC-emulator results with a null-
model that assumes an AMOC-emulator with zero skill, meaning that it simply reproduces the
original calibration data. The results from these experiments are shown as anomalies relative to
the original scenario, the original being RCP8.5-GIS for RCP8.5x0.5-GIS, RCP8.5x1.5-GIS and
RCP8.5-GISx1.5, and RCP4.5-GIS for RCP4.5-GISRCP8.5x1.5. We find that for large changes in
the GHG forcing the Uvic-based AMOC-emulators are well capable of predicting the AMOC
evolution of UVic in terms of sign and amplitude and perform better than the null-model (upper
panels Fig. 8). For large changes in the applied GIS melt forcing the picture is more complex
(lower panels Fig. 8). A strong increase in GIS melt under a low GHG scenario shows an excellent
performance of the AMOC-emulator and a RSME that is much lower than for the null-model
(RCP4.5-GISRCP-8.5x1.5 in Fig. 8), but for the high GHG scenario, a 50% increase in GIS melt
leads to a deterioration of the fit between UVic and AMOC-emulator with consequently a larger
RSME than that provided by the null-model (RCP8.5-GISx1.5 in Fig. 8). The latter shows that
the UVic-based AMOC-emulators tend to overestimate the impact of GIS melt on the AMOC
strength under high-end GHG scenarios. Summarizing, in all four cases the emulator predicts the
correct sign of the AMOC response to changes in the forcings, and in three out of four cases the
predictive power of the AMOC-emulator is better than of the null-model.”



Nonetheless, it is important to acknowledge that using an emulator will introduce a new type of
error in any assessment, pointed out by the following text in the manuscript
(lines  5-7  page  12)  “It  is  clear  that  using  an  AMOC-emulator  introduces  a  new  type  of
uncertainty into AMOC projections, however, for which level of added uncertainty an AMOC-
emulator is still useful is a question that is difficult to address.” 

1.5 Summary
Generally, I miss a section that reflects on the limitations and short-comings of the approach taken,
given in particular the apparent limitations in reproducing the EMIC results. Furthermore, an outlook
of where this can be applied and what it specific strengths are compared to other approaches should be
included.
Thanks for this comment. We agree that are more substantial and clear discussion is needed to
make clear what the model can and cannot do. We have added the following to the discussion
section
(lines 1-22 page 12) “Overall, the predictive power of the AMOC-emulator is reasonable when
one  considers  the  simplicity  of  the  AMOC  box  model,  but  for  forcing  scenarios  that  are
increasingly  far  away  from  the  forcings  that  are  used  in  tuning  the  AMOC-emulator,  the
predictive power decreases. A large advantage of using a physics-based AMOC-emulator that is
tuned with large climate forcings, over the use of for instance a statistical AMOC-emulator, is
that it projects the point after which the AMOC collapses and switches to an off state, as this is an
integral part of the physics of the Stommel model.  It  is clear that using an AMOC-emulator
introduces  new  uncertainty  into  AMOC  projections,  however,  for  which  level  of  added
uncertainty an AMOC-emulator is still useful is a question that is difficult to address. Another
important consideration when using the AMOC-emulator is the spread in GCM climate forcing
scenarios  that  is  included  in  the  tuning  process.  When  using  only  a  single  climate  change
scenario, a  better match can be obtained between the AMOC evolution given by the GCM and
AMOC-emulator,  however,  in  this  case  the  reliability  of  the  AMOC-emulator  will  quickly
decrease for different climate forcings.  On the other hand, one could use a large number of
climate change projections in the tuning process to obtain a lesser fit for individual scenarios, but
an AMOC-emulator that is applicable to a much larger range of climate change scenarios. The
best strategy to be followed strongly depends on the research question in mind. The assumptions
behind the  AMOC-emulator  presented  here,  limit  it  to  projecting  AMOC changes  on multi-
decadal and larger timescales. Therefore, the applied GCM-based climate forcings and AMOC
strength time series should best be filtered to exclude high resolution variability. Moreover, an
AMOC-emulator  that  is  tuned  to  specific  GIS  melt  experiments  is  likely  not  applicable  to
experiments in which melt water is applied to a different geographical region or with a different
seasonal cycle. This is not to say that the presented AMOC-emulator framework cannot equally
be applied to other sources of melt water input. Finally, many processes that are known to impact
the AMOC are not considered in the AMOC-emulator, for instance the impact of winds, gyre
circulation, Southern Ocean upwelling or deep water formation outside of the North Atlantic (see
Sect. 1). If such processes would prove to dominate the AMOC response to future climate change,
a  different  AMOC box model  should  be  considered  that  places  emphasis  on  that  particular
process.”



Response to anonymous Referee #3

We thanks Reviewer 3 for the interesting and extensive comments on the manuscripts. Below we
will provide a detailed response to all individual comments.

2 The model formulation
2.1 On using a conceptual model
I don’t understand why this kind of ad-hoc box model is preferred. One would resort to Stommel’s box
model if one knows almost nothing about AMOC. Stommel’s model was just conceptual, whose sole
purpose is to get very rough ideas on how AMOC might work, and is not designed for the kind of
quantitative modeling that the present authors pursue.

Stommel’s box model was presented in 1961, and we know a lot more today. I would think that a simple
dynamical model like Gnanadesikan’s (1999, Science vol. 283, pp. 2077– ) is much better because even
uncertain parameters are based on (that is, constrained by) clearly-identified dynamics. In contrast,
some of the present authors’ “parameterizations” aren’t adequately defendable; they are based on
hand-waving  arguments.  For  example,  how can  one  defend  the  parameterization  that  the  AMOC
strength is proportional to the interspheric surface-density difference? We know a lot better than that.

Perhaps even better, the models of Schloesser et al. (2014, Prog. Oceanogr. Vol. 120, pp. 154– ) and
McCreary  et  al.  (2016,  Prog.  Oceanogr. vol.  123,  pp.  46–  )  provide  constraints  among  integral
quantities, such as AMOC strength, thermocline depth, and meridional density difference, and hence
can be utilized as a “box model”. Those constrains are derived as solutions to dynamical equations
rather than assumed on the basis of hand-waving arguments.

In  short,  I  don’t see  any  advantage  today  in  utilizing  an  old  conceptual  model  for  quantitative
prediction.

2.2 AMOC proportional to interhemispheric density difference?
The authors says that “the assumption that the meridional Atlantic density contrast between the North
Atlantic and the South Atlantic is the first order driver of the AMOC” is debatable, but I think that’s off
the mark. The current wisdom is that the Southern-Ocean winds (and perhaps vertical diffusivity) are
the first-order driver. They cite Butler et al. (2016) as the other side of the “debate” but Butler et al. do
not  argue  that  the  surface  meridional  density  gradient  “drives”  the  AMOC. The just  use  density
integrated twice in the vertical as a “diagnostic” of the AMOC.
It is clear from ocean GCM studies that the meridional density gradient is not the first order driver of
AMOC. When the sea-surface density is restored toward a prescribed profile in an ocean-only GCM
and windstress is changed in the Southern Ocean, the AMOC strength changes roughly linearly to the
windstress. See Toggweiler et al. (1995, Dee-Sea Research vol. 42, pp.477– ) and the series of studies
that follow. This is evidence enough that the interhemispheric density difference does not drive AMOC.
Of course, this evidence is based on ocean-only models, and it is possible that the interhemispheric
density difference is correlated with the AMOC strength through atmospheric feedbacks, but to use a
one-to-one correspondence like (1) needs justification based on atmosphere-ocean coupled dynamics.
By the way, I found that Butler et al. (2016) still use the traditional hand-waving parameterization
px=Lx  /  py=Ly.  See  Schloesser  et  al.  (2012,  Prog.  Oceanogr. Vol.  101,  pp.  33–  )  for  a  better
parameterization based a lot more on dynamics.
Thanks for describing in detail your view on conceptual models and the drivers of the AMOC.
Indeed there is a wide variety of models of different complexity that describe (some aspect of) the
AMOC, some more based on dynamic considerations than others, some including parameters



that are more easily constrained by observations than others. In this study we have chosen to use
one of the simplest and most established of such models around which to build our emulator
framework,  this  is  done  for  various  reasons:  i)  it  can  easily  be  forced  by  temperature  and
Greenland melt outputs from a GCM; ii) it is easy to implement; iii) very fast to run; iv) easy to
understand/diagnose the results; v) has several free parameters that can be tuned towards the
behavior of a GCM in terms of the sensitivity of the AMOC to changes in heat and freshwater
fluxes. We acknowledge that a different model could have been chosen, perhaps one that would
turn out to perform better, however, we are not able try every single one of them so that remains
unknown.
We do agree that when using the Stommel model to make the connection between changes in
temperature and freshwater and changes in the AMOC strength implies that certain processes
are not taken into account, like the role of changes in Southern Ocean winds, upwelling and deep
water  formation  when  projecting  future  changes  in  the  AMOC.  This  is  now  more  clearly
described in the manuscript with the following in the introduction (lines 14-23 page 2) “At the
center of our approach is the assumption that changes in AMOC strength are linearly related to
changes in the Atlantic meridional density contrast.  Since Stommel (1961) a large number of
studies have provided evidence for an important role of the Atlantic meridional density contrast
in driving AMOC changes (e.g. Rahmstorf, 1996; Gregory and Tailleux, 2011; Butler et al., 2016).
Nonetheless, this model neglects several important processes that have also been shown to be of
importance, like the role of Southern Ocean upwelling, winds and deep water formation (e.g.
Gnanadesikan,  1999;  de  Boer et  al.,  2010)  and a  unified  theory  describing  the  fundamental
mechanisms driving and sustaining the AMOC lacks to this date (Lozier, 2010). Using a Stommel
model to emulate AMOC changes driven by surface temperature and freshwater forcings seems
appropriate  in  the  light  of  present-day  knowledge  and  the  apparent  leading  role  of  surface
buoyancy  changes  in  simulated  future  AMOC  weakening  (IPCC  Climate  Change,  2013).
Moreover, the model  is  easy to use,  interpreted and can be forced directly with GCM-based
forcing fields. Nonetheless, the processes that have been omitted and the simplicity of the model
should be considered when interpreting the results.” and the following in the discussion section
(lines 20-24 page 12) “...many processes that are known to impact the AMOC are not considered
in  the  AMOC-emulator, for  instance  the  impact  of  winds,  gyre  circulation,  Southern  Ocean
upwelling or deep water formation outside of the North Atlantic (see Sect. 1). If such processes
would prove to dominate the AMOC response to future climate change, a different AMOC box
model should be considered that places emphasis on that particular process.”

The newly added text cited above also points towards the debate that is still ongoing about the
actual drivers of the AMOC (see also cited works). However, we do not agree with the reviewers
view that it is now well established how the AMOC works, what drives future AMOC changes
and that the Stommel model has been shown to be wrong. Although we are not experts in the field
of conceptual AMOC models and we do not plan to provide a discussion of all literature on the
subject, we are not aware of any such consensus in the field. As becomes clear from the references
cited  above  by  the  reviewer and  by  the  references  in  the  manuscript,  many  things  are  still
debated and the Stommel model, that is the relationship between AMOC strength and meridional
density differences, is still widely used to discuss the mechanisms and stability of the AMOC in
complex GCMs.

3 Tuning and validation
3.1 GCMs for tuning
Why aren’t multiple coupled GCMs used to tune the parameters? Do the authors recommend that the
AMOC-emulator be tuned differently for each model?



The present manuscript aims to describe a modelling framework that can be used in combination
with any GCM. Since the AMOC sensitivity to changes in heat and freshwater fluxes is strongly
GCM-dependent, we indeed recommend that the AMOC-emulator is tuned separately for every
GCM to reflect these differences. Text clarifying this can be found at
(lines  26-28  page  2)  “GCM-based  changes  in  regional  temperatures  and  GIS  melt  changes
andhow the parameters in the AMOCemulator can be tuned towards AMOC projections of an
individual higher order climate model using Simulated Annealing (SA).”
And
(lines  1-6  page  13)  “We have  presented  an  AMOC-emulator  that  can  be  used  to  assess  the
uncertainties  in  AMOC  projections  produced  by  GCMs  under  future  changes  in  surface
temperatures, freshwater fluxes and melting of the GIS. The AMOC-emulator only requires a
limited number of GCM projections of future climate change from any single GCM for tuning
and as forcing, and thus a large number of GCM-specific AMOC-emulators can easily be found
making it suited to be applied to model inter-comparison initiatives.”

The emulator is based on equations that represent physical processes in the real world. Then, if at all
possible, the parameters should be tuned on the basis of reality. Granted that there is not enough data
for the deep ocean. Then the second best thing is the publicly-available collections of coupled GCM
runs. I think that studies have indicated that a multi-model ensemble is usually better than a single
model to mimic reality. So, the tuned parameters would be more likely better if they are based on
multiple models.
We  agree  that  ideally  one  would  tune  the  free  parameters  within  bounds  provided  by
observational  data.  However, since  it  is  such  a  highly  simplified  and  conceptual  model,  the
parameters are not easily obtained from observations even if that data would be abundant. For
future applications,  we indeed recommend that a large number of AMOC-emulators is  used,
tuned towards different GCMs, in order to provide a range of parameter values that is hopefully
as close to reality as possible.

3.2 Variables for tuning
The variables (salinity, ocean temperature, etc.) of the emulator should be compared with those from
the GCM. It is possible that the state of the emulator is very different from that of the GCM even when
the AMOC strength m agrees.
On  a  more  basic  note,  have  the  authors  made  sure  that  all  the  variables  of  the  emulator  take
reasonable values? I don’t think it would be okay if, say, salinity takes a value of -100 psu even if the
value of m is reasonable!

If the atmosphere and ocean states aren’t realistic, how can we trust the emulator?
One approach to cope with this problem would be to include other variables than AMOC strength in
the cost function. Another approach would be to compare various variables between the runs of the
tuned model and those of the GCMs (part of validation). I think both are necessary.
Thanks for providing this interesting idea. First of all, we fully agree that one has to make sure
that the values for salinity and temperature in the different parts of the box model are realistic.
This has been checked. Indeed one could include the comparison between GCM and AMOC-
emulator temperatures and salinity in the tuning procedure. However, there does not seem to be a
reason why an AMOC emulator that has temperatures and salinities that are closer to the GCMs,
would perform better in terms of the AMOC behavior, in fact there is the risk that the tuning of
the parameters would be steered by temperatures and salinities instead of the AMOC, thus likely
deteriorating the capabilities of the AMOC-emulator in terms of mimicking the AMOC in the



GCM. Another problem with putting to much emphasis on the comparison of GCM and AMOC-
emulator  temperatures  and  salinities,  lies  in  the  fact  that  in  a  GCM there  are  many  other
processes, apart from the AMOC, through which changes in atmospheric temperatures and GIS
melt  impact  ocean  temperature  and  salinity.  Since  our  focus  is  purely  on  providing  a
computational efficient method to provide uncertainty estimates of GCM AMOC projections, we
deem the current approach most suited.

3.3 Models for validation
Moreover, I  think the tuned emulator  should be validated  against  another  set  of  different  models.
Otherwise the validation isn’t robust.
As discussed above, the sensitivity of the AMOC differs from one GCM to the next, therefore the
AMOC-emulator should be tuned separately for every GCM and thus not  be validated with
results from a different GCM. The use of this AMOC-emulator would be to allow one to perform
a large number of sensitivity experiments for a single GCM, thus making it possible to assess the
impact of forcing uncertainty in an individual GCM AMOC projections. This is made clear now
in the final section of the manuscripts
(lines  1-6  page  13)  “We have  presented  an  AMOC-emulator  that  can  be  used  to  assess  the
uncertainties  in  AMOC  projections  produced  by  GCMs  under  future  changes  in  surface
temperatures, freshwater fluxes and melting of the GIS. The AMOC-emulator only requires a
limited number of GCM projections of future climate change from any single GCM for tuning
and as forcing, and thus a large number of GCM-specific AMOC-emulators can easily be found
making it suited to be applied to model inter-comparison initiatives.”

I also wonder if an ensemble of runs are necessary for the GCM (UVic) for tuning and validation. For
example, there is only one run for each case in Figure 8, but doesn’t the AMOC strength differ from
realization to realization? I don’t know how chaotic the GCM is (because it uses a low-degree-of-
freedom atmospheric model), but isn’t the reality more or less chaotic?
Thanks  for  this  question.  This  is  indeed  an  interesting  point.  There  are  two  points  to  this
question. Firstly, like mentioned by the reviewer, Uvic is a low resolution GCM that is know to
have less variability than higher resolution and complexity models. However, for high and low
resolution  models,  the  forced  response  of  the  AMOC to  strong  changes  in  temperature  and
freshwater is much stronger than internal variability, which is on the order of 1Sv on decadal and
longer  timescales.  There  are  indications  from  observations  that  in  the  real  world  AMOC
variability is substantially larger, however, those time series are currently too short to make any
robust  statements  about  this  and,  furthermore,  this  does  not  impact  our  GCM-based
methodology.

4 Forcing
I may be missing something, but it’s not clear to me what forces the emulator. The solar flux S seems
constant in time (Table 1), but then how is the increase in green-house gas represented?
Thanks for this comment. The section on AMOC-emulator forcings describes the way we use
GCM output to force the AMOC-emulator. Indeed the solar flux is constant in time. The GCM
regional  temperature  changes,  including  the  impact  of  increased  green-house  gasses  and  all
feedbacks, are included in the AMOC-emulator through the so-called 'total atmosphere effect'
parameter. A parameter of  the atmosphere,  “a temporal  and spatial  varying parameter that
effectively  combines  atmospheric  emissivity,  the  greenhouse  effect  and  all  other  processes
included in a GCM that cause regional temperatures to differ from global temperature changes”.
This way it is ensured that the ocean is regionally forced by almost the same temperature changes
as in the GCM. Furthermore, the AMOC-emulator is forced by the GCM-based FGIS forcing.



If I understand it correctly, forces the model (equation 19) toward one particular GCM solution, but
wouldn’t it damp the emulator’s variability? especially when the emulator is to simulate a state that is
very different from the GCM state used for ? Doesn’t this amount to building the solution into the
simulation?
The GCM-based regional temperatures that are used as forcing, are used in the tuning phase. If
one would like to use the AMOC-emulator to simulate a temperature forcing that is different (as
is done in the section “Predictive power of the UVic-based AMOC-emulator”), the changes in the
'total atmosphere effect' parameter can be changed accordingly.

5 Minor points: math notations
5.1 Arrays The authors define boldface math symbols to mean “arrays”, but I recommend avoiding
this  unconventional  convention.  For  example,  a  multiplication  of  two “arrays” can mean several
different things in conventional mathematics. Equation (13) includes the multiplication of the arrays S
and p, which is meant to represent (S1p1; S2p2; : : :), which is hardly conventional. K and Ta have the
same problem in (14). Also, equation (11) includes 1=z, by which the authors mean (1=z1; 1=z2; : : :),
but which is not widely used in math.
5.2 Subscripts
I recommend using an upright font for multi-character math symbols such as “start” and “gcm”; or
avoiding them. In particular, the subscript “it” looks as if  it  represented two subscripts i  and t.  I
recommend  using  a  single-character  subscript,  such as  “  i1”  or  if  you insist  on  multi-character
subscript, you may want “ it1” using an upright font. 
Thanks for pointing out the issues with math notations and subscripts. Indeed the notations that
are used are confusing and in some places wrong. We have updated the manuscript following the
recommendations of the reviewer.

6 Point by point comments
Some of the following comments support my arguments above, some raise other concerns, and others
point out minor, mostly editorial, problems. I wrote many of them as I read the manuscript for the first
time, and as a result, they include some redundancy. I leave them as they are, because they often reflect
difficulties or problems the reader may encounter as she reads the text.

6.0.1 p. 1, l. 19:
“due to climate sensitivity, polar amplification, GIS melt and model dependent sensitivity
of the AMOC . . . ”—I’m confused. Doesn’t “climate sensitivity” include all the remaining items in the
list? Why is it listed in parallel with the rest?
Thanks for pointing this  out.  Indeed taking climate sensitivity as  the the global  temperature
change for a doubling of CO2, this term is mostly taken to include all other processes that are
listed. However, in the model world this is not always the case. For instance, ice-sheet-climate
interactions are mostly not considered and thus GIS melt not taken into account.  Moreover, one
can have the same climate sensitivity, but different polar amplification and the latter can result in
a different AMOC response because of the sensitivity of the AMOC to latitudinal temperature
differences. Why we prefer to list all of them separately in this context, is because GCMs differ in
all those terms, and all those uncertainties can be tested individually with the AMOC-emulator.

6.0.2 p. 2, l. 5:
“(Rahmstorf  and  Willebrand,  1981)”—As  the  reference  list  indicates,  this  should  probably  be
Rahmstorf and Willebrand (1995).
Thanks for pointing this out, it has been corrected.



6.0.3 p. 2, ll. 5 & 31:
“the so-called Bjerknes feedback”—Probably this is because I’m not much versed in climate research,
but  isn’t  the  “so-called  Bjerknes  feedback”  restricted  along  the  equator?  A  direct  overturning
circulation occurs connecting cooling in the eastern Pacific, say, and warming in the western Pacific
only along the equator, where the Coriolis force vanishes, and the surface windstress associated with
this zonal overturning circulation enhances the upwelling of sea water, which further lowers the sea-
surface  temperature in  the  eastern  Pacific—a positive  feedback,  which  is  “the  so-called  Bjerknes
feedback”.
The  authors  cite  Rahmstorf  and  Willebrand  (1995)  for  “the  so-called  Bjerknes  feedback”,  but
Rahmstorf and Willebrand proposed a negative feedback due to heat transport within the atmosphere, I
think.
Indeed this  topic  is  somewhat confusing as  indeed the Bjerknes feedback often refers  to the
feedback described by the reviewer, but this term (or Bjerknes compensation) is also used to
describe the compensation between meridional heat transport by the ocean and atmosphere as
first proposed by Bjerknes in 1964. The latter indeed provides a stabilizing or negative feedback
to AMOC changes.

6.0.4 p. 2, l. 7:
“tuning a numbrer of free parameters”—They aren’t “free”. They represent specific physical processes
and hence must be ultimately determined by physics, even though it’s in practice difficult to derive their
values purely from physical principles.
The term 'free parameter' is  used here to make the distinction between parameters that are
prescribed and those that are not, or in other words, those that are part of the tuning process and
those  that  are  not.  All  of  them  represent  physical  processes  and  should  (and  often  are)
determined from observations.

6.0.5 p. 3, l. 12:
Why is F prescribed? I would expect it to change according to the state of the climate system. What do
IPCC-class coupled GCMs say about the change in F under global warming, for example? . . . but,
later in the text, the authors say that F is related to the global atmospheric temperature (equation 12).
So, it’s not prescribed after all.
Thanks for pointing this out. The manuscript is not sufficiently clear on this topic and changes
have been included for clarification. Fi consists of two parts (equation 12), a part that is fixed in
time (F0i) and a part that is a function of global temperature changes ( h iΔTglob). Both Fi and hi  c
are part of the tuning process.

6.0.6 Equations (3)–(10): What does this “” mean? Is it a typo for “@”?
Thanks for pointing this out, we have updated the manuscript for clarity.

6.0.7 Equation (11):
State whether z’s are fixed, and if so, give their values here or refer the reader to a table or something.
The formulation  now  includes  a  clear  notation showing that  z is  a  function of  i and  and  a
reference to Table 1 is given.

6.0.8 Equation (12):
Tglob should be defined. (How is it computed from Ta?)
This has been rewritten to read “global atmospheric surface temperature anomalies”.



6.0.9 Equation (12):
Give F0’s their values here or refer the reader to a table or something.
This line now reads “Freshwater fluxes F01 , F02 and coefficients h1 and h2 are included in the
tuning procedure (Tab. 2).”

6.0.10 Equation (13):
I may be mistaken, but it seems that the Ta4 is the only nonlinear term. Doesn’t it make sense if this
term is linearized around a mean state?
Yes it could be, but we prefer to keep the current form.

6.0.11 Equation (13):
The solar flux S is a confusing notation. By the authors’ own convention, S =(S0; S1; S2; S3; S4),
which uses the same symbols as salinity.
Thanks for pointing this out, this is indeed confusing. The notation has been changed to read Ii.

6.0.12 Equation (13):
The solar flux S should be discussed right below equation (13).  Does it  depend on time? Table 1
suggests that it’s constant in time but that should be stated explicitly. So, does the emulator solves only
for annual averages?
The first line after equation 13 now reads “where σ is the Stefan Boltzmann constant and Ii and αi
the  latitude  dependent  yearly  mean  incoming  shortwave  radiation  and  planetary  albedo,
respectively (see Tab. 1 for details)”.

6.0.13 Equation (13):
Define this symbol precisely. (But I don’t recommend this notation because a gradient of an array is a
strange mathematical entity.)
Thanks for pointing this out. It should have been a Delta symbol.

6.0.14 Equation (14):
What does this “” mean? Is it a typo for “@”? 
This has been corrected.

6.0.15 Equation (14):
State  that  Ha  is  defined  to  vanish  at  the  northern  and  southern  ends  of  the  northernmost  and
southernmost boxes. (I guess they are so defined, right?)
The following has been added “Meridional heat fluxes are assumed zero at the northern and
southern boundaries of the domain.”

6.0.16 p. 5, l. 15:
I guess we need some discussion on other possible sets of tuning parameters. We have a vast range of
possibilities.  Then,  how have we settled on these seven parameters? Have the authors  tried other
combinations of parameters?
We deem this discussed by the line (lines 25-27 page 6) “This selection of parameters is somewhat
subjective, but it proved a good balance between, on the one hand, sufficient degrees of freedom
to tune the AMOC emulator’s behavior towards that of a specific GCM and, on the other hand,
the efficiency to find optimal parameter fits.”

6.0.17 p. 5, l. 15:
F and h are related by equation (12), and so cannot be determined independently. Moreover, if you tune



F, you can forget about equation (12) and don’t need to consider h.
We apologize for the confusion that has arisen because of errors in the notation. This has been
corrected in the text and figures. F0i and hi are the parameters used in the tuning process. The
former giving the steady state meridional freshwater transport by both the atmosphere and the
wind driven ocean part,  while  the  latter controls  the  changes in  atmospheric  transport  as  a
function of global temperature changes.

6.0.18 Equation (15):
Why try  to  optimize  m alone? It’s conceivable  that  widely  different  states  have  similar  m values.
Because we have other variables like salinity, we could choose better sets of parameter values, if we
include other variables in the cost function, couldn’t we?
As discussed above, we don't think that including more variables in the tuning process would
lead to a better behavior of the AMOC-emulator in terms of its capacity to mimic the GCMs
AMOC sensitivity to changes in temperature and freshwater.

6.0.19 Equation (15):
I may well be mistaken, but it seems that the differential equations are linear in the tuning parameters
and if so, the optimization problem on the new cost function ...is a quadratic function of the parameters
and can be solved analytically, I think.
The optimization of the parameters cannot be solved analytically as the system is non-linear and
includes 7 parameters that influence each other.

6.0.20 Equation (16):
The notation “pstart(1z)” is confusing because it looks as if pstart(z) were a function of z. Vectors
customarily come after scalars, as in “(1  z)pstart”
It has been changed.

6.0.21 Step 1:
I don’t understand why we have to repeat this step. Why not choose values that are within the ranges in
Table 2 in the first place? We can use a random variable whose PDF is uniform over the specified
range for each parameter, can’t we? I mean, if (1  z)p1 is below the range, we can just use p1min for
the lower bound; that  is,  we can use U(max((1  z)p1;  p1min);  min((1 + z)p1;  p1max))  without
repetition. The same argument holds for the last part of Step 3.
The solution given by the referee will not always give the same results. More specifically, the
p1min and p1max values would be used much more often than other values in case random
values from outside of the range are often picked. Another solution would be to split  z into zmin
and zmax and adjust those values for every parameter to ensure that the randomly picked values
are never outside of the imposed ranges. We don't think it matters which solution is picked.

6.0.22 Equation (17):
I may be missing something, but shouldn’t (16) and (17) be written in parallel forms? If we write (1 
z)p for (16), then we should write (1   it)p for (17). If we write p   itp for (17), we should write p 
zp for (16). For a moment, I was confused with (17).
Thanks  for  pointing  this  out,  using  the  same  notation  for  both  equations  indeed  improves
readability.

6.0.23 p. 7, l. 16:
I think that efforts should be made to narrow the range of the parameter values. If parameters are
widely different even though the cost function is similar, doesn’t that suggest that the parameters aren’t



well tuned?
What about comparing variables other than m between the emulator and the GCM? Wouldn’t that tell
which parameter values are bad?
It seems that the authors have forgotten that there is only one reality.
Firstly, we assume the reviewer is pointing towards 'GCM reality' in this comment, since we do
not aim to work towards a single parameter set that provides the closest resemblance to the real
world AMOC, no matter how much we would like to do so. However, also when we are talking
about using an emulator to mimic the complex AMOC behavior in a GCM, we do not expect that
there is a single parameter set that provides the perfect match between GCM and emulator;
because of the highly simplified nature of the emulator, it cannot be determined which parameter
set is closest to 'GCM reality'.

6.0.24 p. 7, l. 22:
What is “RCP”? (I may have missed its definition given in the text.) Because how is determined is
important, it may be helpful to give a bit more information here.
This line reads “RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 (Representative Concentration Pathways; Meinshausen et
al., 2011)”, which we deem sufficient information, especially since in the context of testing the
AMOC-emulator, the exact imposed climate forcings are only of secondary importance.

6.0.25 Equation (19):
Does the model really use the full time-series of Tgcm? Or is that a long-term mean? State clearly how
is Tgcm defined. If the emulator uses the full time-series, it may not be appropriate for other models or
for other scenarios.
Thanks for pointing this out. TGCM can in principle be of any temporal resolution. However, the
model aims at resolving AMOC changes on decadal and longer timescales and as such, including
high  frequency  variability  in  the  temperature  forcing  could  lead  to  misinterpretation  of  the
results. We have added a discussion point in the final section of the manuscript to clarify the
strengths and weaknesses of the AMOC-emulator (lines 15-17 page 12) “The assumptions behind
the AMOC-emulator presented here, limit it to projecting AMOC changes on multi-decadal and
larger timescales. Therefore, the applied GCM-based climate forcings and AMOC strength time
series should be filtered to exclude high resolution variability. ”.

6.0.26 p. 8, l. 2:
“Note that the temperature forcing files need to be interpolated onto the temporal resolution used in
the atmospheric component of the AMOC-emulator”—Awkward in several counts.
1. The interpolation draws the attention of the reader as if it were something noteworthy. Perhaps the
results are sensitive to the method of interpolation? The reader would wonder.
2. Is the fact that the GCM data are saved in files noteworthy? (I mean, why mention the files at all?)
3. Despite this cautious tone, the interval at which the GCM data is saved is not indicated.
If the result is sensitive to the interpolation, give more details. If not, what about just saying, “The
GCM variables are saved at an interval of XXX hours and interpolated on to the time steps of the
AMOC-emulator”, something along the lines.
The line has been removed.

6.0.27 p. 8, ll. 5–6:
A similar problem. If interpolation is so noteworthy, give more details. If it’s not so big a deal, just say,
“the GIS melt forcing is interpolated. . . .” instead of “Note that the GIS melt forcing needs to be
interpolated. . . .”
The line has been removed.
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Abstract. State-of-the-science global climate models show that global warming is likely to weaken the Atlantic Merid-

ional Overturning Circulation (AMOC). While such models are arguably the best tools to perform AMOC projections, they

do not allow a comprehensive uncertainty assessment because of limited computational resources. Here we introduce the

AMOC-emulator M-AMOC1.0, a model framework designed for probabilistic projections of multi-centennial time scales. M-

AMOC1.0 uses complex climate model results to force and tune a box model of the AMOC. Box model parameters are adjusted5

using a simulated annealing procedure. We provide a detailed description of the AMOC box model and show how complex

climate model output can be used to force and tune the box model. Finally, we provide an example based on simulations of

future climate change including increased greenhouse-gas levels and enhanced melting of the Greenland Ice Sheet performed

with the UVic climate model of intermediate complexity. Despite its simplicity, we show that this modeling framework can

capture the first order response of the AMOC in UVic to climate change and thus provide a method that can in future studies10

be applied to existing and new climate change simulations to provide thorough uncertainty assessments.

1 Introduction

The Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) is an important part of the climate system due to its effects on

the transports of heat, salt, carbon, nutrients and other tracers. Projections consistently show a reduction of the AMOC due

to future global warming (IPCC Climate Change, 2013), with the possibility of an irreversible transition to a shutdown state15

(Stommel, 1961; Stouffer et al., 2006), a prime example of a tipping point in the climate system (Lenton et al., 2008). Large

ensemble simulations are necessary for probabilistic projections, policy relevant risk assessment of future emission scenarios

and to assess the uncertainties of AMOC projections due to climate sensitivity, polar amplification, melting of the Greenland

Ice Sheet (GIS) and model dependent sensitivity of the AMOC to such climatic changes. The high degree of complexity and

spatial resolution of GCMs make them too computationally expensive to perform such an analysis and thus a model is needed20

that is much cheaper to run, but nonetheless captures important characteristics of the GCM’s AMOC response to climate

change.

To this end we developed an AMOC-emulator framework. It entails a simple box model that uses physical relationships

to represent the most important mechanisms and feedbacks that govern the AMOC’s response to changes in regional surface
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temperatures, freshwater fluxes and enhanced melting of the GIS. The AMOC-emulator can be forced by temperature and melt

water fluxes from any GCM, and using AMOC time series the free parameters of the box model are tuned to mimic the GCM’s

AMOC sensitivity to future climate change. The AMOC-emulator presented here uses an adjusted version of the multi-box

ocean model of Zickfeld et al. (2004), coupled to a 1D atmospheric energy balance model to include the first-order feedback

of atmospheric heat transport to AMOC-induced regional temperature changes (Bjerknes, 1964; Rahmstorf and Willebrand,5

1995). It describes the AMOC strength as a linear function of the density contrast between the North Atlantic and the South

Atlantic, as first introduced by Stommel (1961). The combined physics-based AMOC model, GCM-based forcings and the

statistical tuning method presented in this manuscript is dubbed the M-AMOC1.0 model framework. Previous studies have

used simple models to emulate the AMOC behavior of higher complexity climate models, either based on a physical model

(Zickfeld et al., 2004; Schleussner et al., 2011) or on a statistical model (Challenor et al., 2006; Schleussner et al., 2014).10

However, the approach described here is designed specifically to allow future studies in which a limited number of climate

projections from multiple GCMs, limited in the simulated forcing scenarios and simulation length, can be combined into a

Bayesian framework of century time-scale probabilistic AMOC projections.

At the center of our approach is the assumption that changes in AMOC strength are linearly related to changes in the Atlantic

meridional density contrast. Since Stommel (1961) a large number of studies have provided evidence for an important role of15

the Atlantic meridional density contrast in driving AMOC changes (e.g. Rahmstorf, 1996; Gregory and Tailleux, 2011; Butler

et al., 2016). Nonetheless, this model neglects several important processes, like the role of Southern Ocean upwelling, winds

and deep water formation (e.g. Gnanadesikan, 1999; de Boer et al., 2010) and a unified theory describing the fundamental

mechanisms driving and sustaining the AMOC lacks to this date (Lozier, 2010). Using a Stommel model to emulate AMOC

changes driven by surface temperature and freshwater forcings seems appropriate in the light of present-day knowledge and20

the apparent leading role of surface buoyancy changes in simulated future AMOC weakening (IPCC Climate Change, 2013).

Moreover, the model is easy to use, interpreted and can be forced directly with GCM-based forcing fields. Nonetheless, the

processes that have been omitted and the simplicity of the model should be considered when interpreting the results.

In the following the governing equations of the AMOC-emulator are given, a description of how the AMOC-emulator can

be forced by GCM-based changes in regional temperatures and GIS melt changes and how the parameters in the AMOC-25

emulator can be tuned towards AMOC projections of an individual higher order climate model using Simulated Annealing

(SA). Afterwards, the methodology will be tested for a series of climate projections with the model of intermediate complexity

UVic forced by different scenarios for greenhouse-gas concentration changes and melting of the GIS. Finally, the predictive

power of the AMOC-emulator will be evaluated by comparing independent UVic AMOC projections with the outcomes of the

UVic-based AMOC-emulator.30
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2 Description of the M-AMOC1.0 AMOC-emulator framework

2.1 AMOC-emulator box model

The box model that is at the heart of the AMOC-emulator framework presented here is an extension of the box model described

by Zickfeld et al. (2004), that is in turn based on the classical Stommel model (Stommel, 1961). A 1-D atmospheric energy

balance model (Sellers, 1969) is added to include the stabilizing feedback between atmospheric meridional heat transport5

and AMOC induced changes in the meridional temperature gradient (Rahmstorf and Willebrand, 1995), so-called Bjerknes

compensation (Bjerknes, 1964). The oceanic part of the AMOC-emulator consists of four well mixed boxes that represent the

low-latitude upper Atlantic ocean, North Atlantic, South Atlantic and the deep Atlantic Ocean (Fig. 1). The meridional ocean

volume transport of the AMOC (m3s−1) is proportional to the density gradient between the North and South Atlantic:

m= k
ρ3 − ρ1
ρO

(1)10

with ρO the reference density for sea water (Tab. 1) and k a hydraulic constant, a tunable parameter (Tab. 2) that links

the meridional density difference to the AMOC strength. Densities are derived from temperature and salinity following the

non-linear equation of state of seawater of Millero and Poisson (1981). Temperature and salinity in the different boxes are a

function of advection by the AMOC and exchange with the overlying atmosphere. Atmosphere-to-ocean heat exchange HOi

relates to the temperature difference between the ocean (TOi) and the atmospheric surface temperature (TAi) through a thermal15

coupling constant Γ, a parameter used in our tuning procedure (Tab. 2):

HOi = Γ(TAi −TOi), i= 1, ..,3. (2)

Meridional freshwater fluxes between the South Atlantic and the low-latitude Atlantic (F1) and between the low-latitude

Atlantic and the North Atlantic (F2) are formulated to represent both atmospheric water vapor transport as well as wind-driven

oceanic freshwater transport. Note that both F1 and F2 are defined positive for northward freshwater transport, therefore,20

poleward atmospheric water vapor transport is a positive contribution to F2 and a negative contribution to F1. The sign of

F1 and F2 depends on the sum of both atmospheric water vapor and wind-driven oceanic freshwater transport. Combining

equations (1) and (2), changes in ocean temperature (TO) and salinity (S) as a function of time (t) are given by the following

set of ordinary differential equations for the four ocean boxes (see Fig. 1 for the definitions and extents of the different boxes):
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dTO1

dt
=
m

V1
(TO4 −TO1) +λ1(TA1 −TO1) (3)

dTO2

dt
=
m

V2
(TO1 −TO2) +λ2(TA2 −TO2) (4)

dTO3

dt
=
m

V3
(TO2 −TO3) +λ3(TA3 −TO3) (5)

dTO4

dt
=
m

V4
(TO3 −TO4) (6)

dS1

dt
=
m

V1
(S4 −S1) +

S0F1

V1
(7)5

dS2

dt
=
m

V2
(S1 −S2) +

S0(F1 −F2)

V2
(8)

dS3

dt
=
m

V3
(S2 −S3) +

S0(F2 +FGIS)

V3
(9)

dS4

dt
=
m

V4
(S3 −S4) (10)

Here the box volumes are given by Vi, λi are individual coupling constants and FGIS is the imposed melt rate of the GIS.

The individual coupling constants in the different boxes are related to the thermal coupling constant Γ, the box thicknesses zi,10

ρO and the specific heat capacity of seawater cO (Tab. 1):

λi =
Γ

cOρOzi
, i= 1, ..,3. (11)

Changes in atmospheric component of the meridional freshwater transport F1 and F2 are parameterized as a function of

global atmospheric surface temperature anomalies ∆TGLOB following Zickfeld et al. (2004):

Fi = F0i +hi∆TGLOB, i= 1, ..,2. (12)15

Here F0i are the combined wind-driven oceanic and atmospheric meridional freshwater fluxes for the reference state and

hi the regional hydrological sensitivities. In this description we make use of the proportionality between global temperature

changes and meridional atmospheric water vapour transport found in complex climate models (Manabe and Stouffer, 1981;

Ganopolski et al., 2001). Freshwater fluxes F01, F02 and coefficients h1 and h2 are included in the tuning procedure (Tab. 2).

We assume that wind-driven oceanic meridional freshwater transport is static. The freshwater term in the salinity calculation of20

the North Atlantic box (Eq. 9) allows to include a freshwater forcing originating from the GIS (FGIS). Note that this freshwater

term is not compensated for elsewhere and therefore leads to global mean salinity changes.

The 1D energy balance model describes the atmospheric surface temperatures TAi as a function of the top-of-the-atmosphere

incoming shortwave radiation (first term on rhs of Eq. 13), outgoing longwave radiation (second term on rhs), meridional25
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atmospheric heat divergence (third term on rhs) and atmosphere-to-ocean heat exchange (fourth term on rhs; see also Eq. 2)

through:

C
dTAi

dt
= Ii(1−αi)− εiσT

4
Ai −

dHAi

dy
−HOi, i= 0, ..,4. (13)

where σ is the Stefan Boltzmann constant and Ii and αi the latitude dependent yearly mean incoming shortwave radiation

and planetary albedo, respectively (see Tab. 1 for details). The factor εi in the longwave radiation term of Eq. 13 is traditionally5

regarded as the atmospheric emissivity. However, as we will see later on, in the context of this AMOC-emulator it is more

appropriate to view it as a ’total atmosphere effect’, that is a temporal and spatial varying parameter that effectively combines

atmospheric emissivity, the greenhouse effect and all other processes included in a GCM that cause regional temperatures to

differ from global temperature changes. In the next section it is described how the ’total atmosphere effect’ is used to include

GCM specific future changes in regional temperatures into the AMOC-emulator. The third term on the rhs of Eq. 13 describes10

meridional atmospheric heat fluxes, represented here as a diffusive process:

HAi = −CKi
dTAi

dy
, i= 0, ..,4. (14)

with y the meridional distance and Ki the meridional atmospheric eddy diffusivity. The latter includes a simple meridional

dependency following a sinusoidal profile based on observations of the meridional heat flux and temperatures (Tab. 1). Merid-

ional heat fluxes are assumed zero at the northern and southern boundaries of the domain. By including meridional atmospheric15

heat fluxes, we allow for a negative feedback between changes in North Atlantic sea-surface temperatures and atmospheric

meridional heat transport. As the AMOC weakens, the North Atlantic cools while the low-latitude Atlantic warms, increasing

the meridional temperature contrast that in turn leads to an increase in meridional atmospheric heat transport towards the North

Atlantic.

We performed the integration of the set of equations using a simple Euler forward scheme and an asynchronous coupling of20

the energy balance model and the AMOC box model, with time steps of 7 days and 28 days respectively.

The AMOC-emulator includes a number of constants and parameters. In Tab. 1 all constants and prescribed parameter

values are given while the tunable parameters are discussed in Sect. 2.3 and listed in Tab. 2. We acknowledge that some

of the prescribed parameter values are uncertain, however, the behavior of the AMOC-emulator is dominated by the tuning

parameters.25

2.2 AMOC-emulator forcings

The AMOC-emulator is designed to be forced with regional temperature changes and/or GIS melt provided by a specific GCM

simulation. Regional temperature changes can be used to force the AMOC-emulator through the ’total atmosphere effect’

5



(see also Sec. 2.1). Using Eq. 13, assuming steady state and no atmosphere-ocean heat exchange we can use the individual

GCM-based regional temperature time series (TGCMi) to solve for the time evolution of εi:

εi =
Ii(1−αi)− d

dy

(
−CKi

dTGCMi

dy

)
σT 4

GCMi

, i= 0, ..,4. (15)

Through this method we ensure that the regional surface temperature forcings of the AMOC-emulator resembles that of

the GCM while still allowing for the AMOC to feedback on surface temperatures by changing the oceanic heat transport5

and consequently the atmospheric meridional heat transport. We acknowledge that simulated regional surface temperatures of

the AMOC-emulator forced by prescribed changes in ’total atmosphere effect’, will diverge somewhat from the GCM time

series when subsequently atmosphere-ocean heat exchange is included, allowing the AMOC to redistribute heat, but the effect

on regional temperatures is small, with a maximum impact of ~0.1K in the North Atlantic in the UVic-based (Sect. 3.1)

temperatures used in this study (Fig. 4). Note that this does not imply that the impact of meridional atmospheric heat transport10

is negligible, because its impact depends strongly on the evolution of the magnitude and spatial distribution of atmospheric and

oceanic temperatures. We use regional surface temperatures averaged over all longitudes in a specific latitude band as specified

by the latitudinal extents of the different boxes in the atmospheric component of the AMOC-emulator.

Previous AMOC projections did not consider the role of enhanced melting of the GIS in a warming world (IPCC Cli-

mate Change, 2013). In an ongoing model inter-comparison project (AMOCMIP), a number of state-of-the-science ocean-15

atmosphere general circulation models (GCMs) are forced with projected changes in greenhouse-gas concentrations and real-

istic GIS melt to improve existing AMOC projections (Bakker et al., 2016). We therefore explicitly include the possibility to

include GIS melt in the AMOC-emulator framework as it is introduced into the GCM (FGIS in Eq. 9), the methodology that we

used to project future GIS melt is presented in Sect. 3.1.

2.3 AMOC-emulator parameter tuning20

A number of parameters determine the AMOC-emulator’s sensitivity to changes in regional freshwater fluxes and temperatures,

and its response timescales. These parameters allow tuning of the AMOC-emulator to reproduce AMOC evolutions simulated

by a specific GCM. We choose seven parameters: k, Γ,F01,F02,h1,h2 and V4. Note that the volume of the deep Atlantic box

(V4) is viewed as a tuning parameter because it represents the unknown and model-dependent portion of the deep ocean that

is involved in transporting North Atlantic Deep Water southwards. This selection of parameters is somewhat subjective, but it25

proved a good balance between, on the one hand, sufficient degrees of freedom to tune the AMOC emulator’s behavior towards

that of a specific GCM and, on the other hand, efficiency in finding optimal parameter fits.

The parameters are tuned by minimizing a total cost function C that describes the misfit between the AMOC evolution simulated

by a specific GCM and the AMOC-emulator:

C =

s=end∑
s=1

t=end∑
t=1

(mEMUst −mGCMst)
2 (16)30
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withmEMUst the AMOC strength simulated by the AMOC-emulator for forcing scenario s and time t, andmGCMst the corre-

sponding AMOC strength simulated by the GCM. This method allows us to include a number of different climate simulations

that are driven by different forcings and of different lengths into the tuning of a single AMOC-emulator.

The tuning procedure of the AMOC-emulator follows a SA algorithm (Lombardi, 2015), a probabilistic technique to approx-5

imate the global optimum of a given function (Fig. 2). In short, it generates a candidate parameter set by applying a random

perturbations to the parameters of the previous iteration, and subsequently accepts or declines this new parameter set based on

a stochastic mechanism. An example of how the parameters evolve through the SA algorith is given in Figure 3. In detail the

method works as follows:

1. Start the first iteration by picking random initial values pINITi for the different parameters from a uniform distribution U:10

pINITi = U((1− z)pSTARTi,(1 + z)pSTARTi), i= 1, ..,7. (17)

with pSTARTi the start value of tuning parameter i and z a multiplication constant. For pSTARTi we use the values found

by Zickfeld et al. (2004) and z = 2, the latter implying that the initial values are randomly selected from the start values

±200%. The appropriateness of this arbitrary range of initial parameter values is later verified by ensuring that all final

parameter values are well within the initial range. Step 1 is repeated until all parameter values are within the bounds15

given in Tab. 2.

2. For this set of initial parameters the AMOC-emulator is used to simulate all scenarios for which GCM output is available

and the initial cost function CINIT (Eq. 16) is calculated.

3. In the iterative part of the SA algorithm for iteration it, candidate parameters pCANDi are obtained analogous to step 1:

pCANDi = U((1−ψit)p
i
it−1,(1 +ψit)p

i
it−1), i= 1, ..,7 it= 1, ...,end (18)20

Note that for it− 1 = 0, the initial values are used instead of the values from the previous iteration step. In contrast to

step 1, the multiplication factor ψit for iteration it, the so-called ‘SA-temperature’, is chosen here to be a function of the

magnitude of the cost function. This allows for a finer tuning as the global optimum is approached:

ψit =min(ψmax,max(ψmin,a10b log10C
c)) (19)

This formulation enables the algorithm to test candidate parameter values that are far away from the current parameter25

values during the first stage of the tuning process (ψmax=0.2 gives maximum 20% change in parameter values), while
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as the global optimum is approached, only local candidate parameters are tested that are close to the current parameter

values (ψmin=0.01 gives minimum 1% change in parameter values). For constants a, b and c we used 2.9, -4 and 3.36

respectively. The efficiency of the tuning procedure is fairly sensitive to the choices of parameters ψmin, ψmax, a, b and

c. However, the resulting GCM-based AMOC-emulator parameter sets are not. Step 3 is repeated until all values are

within the bounds given in Tab. 2.5

4. The AMOC-emulator then uses the candidate parameter values pCANDi to simulate the corresponding AMOC evolution

and candidate cost function CCAND.

5. Whether or not the candidate parameter values pCANDi are kept is determined by a stochastic mechanism that enables the

algorithm to ’escape’ from a local minimum in the cost function. Figure 3 provides an example of how the cost function

increases on several iteration steps in order to escape local minima. The stochastic mechanism works as follows:10

if CCAND <Cit−1 then piit = pCANDi, i=1,..,7.

if CCAND =>Cit−1 then:

if U (0,1) < A then piit = pCANDi else piit = piit−1, i=1,..,7.

15

with U(0,1) a random draw from a uniform distribution between 0 and 1. The acceptance criterion A is based on the

SA-temperature ψit and the SA-temperature maximum ψmax:

A= ψitAINITψ
−1
max.

20

For the initial acceptance criterion value AINIT we use 0.6.

6. Steps 3-5 are repeated until a stopping criterion is satisfied. The latter is the case if significant improvements are no

longer made. More specifically when the linear trend in C over the last n iterations falls below a critical slope sc. We

used n=50 and sc=0.05.

Because of non-linearities in the AMOC-emulator, there is more than one parameter set that provides a good fit between the25

AMOC evolution in the AMOC-emulator and a specific GCM. Moreover, because of the simplicity of the AMOC-emulator,

a single best performing parameter set cannot be expected. Therefore, to investigate the uncertainty in parameter space it is

appropriate to repeat the SA algorithm until a number of reasonable fits is found and make a selection from this based on the

corresponding cost function values. As an example we show here the results for a total number of 100 reasonable fits of which

we retain the 10 with the parameter sets with the smallest corresponding cost function. A good maximum cost function for a30

reasonable fit was found to be 5*104(m3s−1)2, but we note that this value is dependent on the total number of years used in

the fitting procedure.
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To provide an idea of the computational expenses of the model we provide a back of the envelope calculation. This shows

that a single run over all scenarios takes ~105 time steps which are done in about 5 seconds. You need on the order of 400

iterations (in which parameter values are perturbed) to find a single reasonable fit, resulting in approximately half an hour to

calculate a single reasonable fit on a normal desktop computer.

3 Testing the AMOC-emulator5

3.1 UVic climate projections

To investigate the appropriateness of the GCM-based forcings, the effectiveness of the tuning procedure and the resulting

predictive power of the resulting AMOC-emulator we performed a number of climate change experiments and sensitivity tests

with the University of Victoria (UVic) Earth System Model version 2.9 (Weaver et al., 2001). This model of intermediate

complexity includes a three-dimensional dynamical ocean with 19 vertical levels at 3.6◦x1.8◦ horizontal resolution governed10

by the primitive equations, coupled to a two-dimensional single-level atmosphere, with moisture and heat balances and fluxes

between the two mediums, and a dynamical sea ice model.

Five experiments are used to tune the AMOC-emulator, one following historical GHG changes (1850-2006; referred to as

Historical) and four following RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 (Representative Concentration Pathways; Meinshausen et al., 2011),

including or excluding enhanced melting of the GIS (period 2006-2300; experiments are referred to as RCP4.5, RCP4.5-GIS,15

RCP8.5 and RCP8.5-GIS respectively; see Tab. 3). In these simulations only changes in GHGs and GIS melt are considered,

all other boundary conditions are fixed at pre-industrial levels.

The UVic-based regional annual mean atmospheric temperature forcings of the AMOC-emulator are shown in Fig. 4 and

available in the supplement. Note that the UVic-based surface temperature evolution exhibits multi-decadal oscillations that

result from global climate variability originating from the Southern Ocean, oscillations that the AMOC-emulator translates20

into AMOC variations as will become clear in Sect. 3.2.

The GIS melt scenarios used in the UVic climate change simulations and in the UVic-based AMOC-emulator simulations,

are based on the methodology of Lenaerts et al. (2015). Using a high-resolution regional atmospheric climate model for

Greenland (RACMO2), forced by a future projection simulated with the HadGEM2-ES GCM following RCP4.5, they describe

a strong correlation between local annual mean runoff and 500hPa summer (JJA) temperature changes over different parts25

of Greenland. We have used this relationships in combination with CMIP5 multi-model-mean 500hPa summer atmospheric

temperature changes to construct GIS melt projections for RCP4.5 and RCP8.5. A fixed seasonal cycle in GIS melt was added

following Lenaerts et al. (2015). The resulting GIS melt scenarios show a strong increase in GIS melt with annual mean

values of ~0.02Sv and ~0.08Sv (1Sv = 106m3s−1) in the year 2300 for RCP4.5 and RCP8.5, respectively and with summer

maxima almost an order of magnitude larger than this (Fig. 5). Note that the runoff projections of Lenaerts et al. (2015) include30

simulated changes in evaporation, precipitation, snow melt and ice melt. Therefore Greenland runoff calculated within UVic is

fixed at the simulated 1970-2001 average values to avoid double counting the changes in precipitation, evaporation and snow

melt. Moreover, this methodology neglects future changes in GIS solid ice discharge. This choice is motivated by the large
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uncertainty in the observed and projected sensitivity of GIS solid ice discharge to climate warming, in its magnitude and even

in the sign of the future GIS ice discharge contribution to sea-level rise (Nick et al., 2013; Lenaerts et al., 2015; Vizcaino et al.,

2015). The GIS melt forcing used in this manuscript is available in the supplement.

3.2 UVic-based AMOC-emulator

Five UVic simulations are used in the tuning procedure of the AMOC emulator (Tab. 3). An example of how the cost function,5

SA-temperature and the tuning parameters of the emulator evolve during the SA tuning process is given in Figure 3 and the

parameter ranges of the ten best UVic-based AMOC-emulators values are listed in Tab. 2. In this study we use the maximum

meridional overturning streamfunction at 26◦N below 500m depth as a measure of the AMOC strength, but note that the

AMOC-emulator allows one to chose another measure of the AMOC strength.

Scatter plots between the individual tuning parameters (Fig. 6) reveal some interesting aspects of the AMOC emulator.10

There is a strong and nonlinear relationship between the hydraulic constant k and the thermal coupling constant Γ, with a

larger hydraulic constant leading to a smaller thermal coupling constant. Furthermore, in accordance with Equation 12, there

is a quasi-linear relation between F01 and h1 and also between F02 and h2. Finally, it shows that certain parameters are better

constrained (i.e. of larger importance), show more clustering of the values with a low cost function (blue colors in Figure 6),

for instance k, Γ, F01, V4 and h1, while the opposite is true for F02 and h2. The smaller importance of F02 and h2 also follows15

from their absence in the steady-state solutions of equations 3–10, as already noted by Zickfeld et al. (2004).

The ten best UVic-based AMOC-emulators are able to reproduce the overall characteristics of the AMOC in UVic in terms

of its sensitivity to changes in heat and freshwater forcing (Fig. 7). Both UVic and the UVic-based AMOC-emulators show a

decline of the AMOC of ~1Sv over the historical period and a further weakening of ~5Sv and ~9Sv in RCP4.5 and RCP8.5,

respectively. The impact of GIS melt appears small for both RCP4.5-GISmelt and RCP8.5-GISmelt (~1Sv). The ten different20

AMOC emulators are also fairly consistent with each other. There are also differences between the AMOC evolution simu-

lated by UVic and with the UVic-based AMOC-emulators. Most notably is that the UVic-based AMOC-emulator misses the

partial AMOC recovery of ~1Sv after 2150 in RCP4.5 and RCP4.5-GISmelt (resulting in root-mean-square-errors, RSME,

of 0.88±0.08(m3s−1)2 and 0.78±0.07(m3s−1)2 respectively; µ±σ), appears slightly too sensitive to the GIS melt forcing

in simulation RCP8.5-GIS (resulting in the largest RSME of the four simulations of 0.9±0.13(m3s−1)2) and simulates a too25

direct response of the AMOC strength to multi-decadal surface temperature oscillations. Nonetheless, the mismatch between

the AMOC-emulator and the UVic-based AMOC evolution is smaller than ~10% of the AMOC strength.

Because of the simplicity of the AMOC box model, it is not surprising that it does not fully capture the AMOC behavior

of the higher order climate model. Nonetheless, it is important to realize that using any type of emulator will introduce new

uncertainty into the analysis. It is also worth noting that the fit for an individual simulation could be improved, for instance30

the AMOC-emulator does allow for a partial AMOC recovery as UVic shows for RCP4.5, but such an AMOC-emulator is not

found through the SA tuning methodology in this example, because it would degrade the fit for the other scenarios and thus

lead to an overall higher cost function. More discussion on this topic follows in Sect. 4.
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In the presented AMOC-emulator we included a 1D atmospheric energy balance model to allow for a feedback of atmo-

spheric heat transport to AMOC induced surface temperature changes. To investigate the importance of feedback on the AMOC

strength evolution, additional experiments have been performed in which this feedback was switched off (Fig. 9). The impact

of including atmospheric meridional heat transport is a small, but non-negligible ~1Sv strengthening of the control state of the

AMOC (not shown) and, more importantly, a slightly lower sensitivity to changes in radiative forcing and GIS melt (Fig. 9).5

This confirms our understanding of atmospheric meridional heat transport acting as a negative feedback to AMOC changes.

The simulations with the atmospheric feedback included have on average a stronger AMOC by 8.1±1.9% (µ±σ; calculated

over all 10 best fits and over all five forcing scenarios).

3.3 Predictive power of the UVic-based AMOC-emulator

The value of constructing an AMOC-emulator is in its capability to perform a large number of simulations that allows quantifi-10

cation of uncertainties for a large range of forcings. This raises the question of the fidelity of the AMOC-emulator and errors

induced by its use. Here we will assess the predictive capabilities and errors of the AMOC-emulator by comparing it with

results from four additional transient UVic climate change simulations, none of which have been used in the AMOC-emulator

tuning procedure.

The four independent transient climate change simulations follow idealized and rather extreme scenarios with changes in15

either the GHG or GIS melt forcing. In two of the simulations, RCP8.5-GIS is adjusted by multiplying the GHG forcing

changes with respect to the 2006 value by a constant factor of 0.5 (RCP8.5x0.5-GIS) or 1.5 (RCP8.5x1.5-GIS). In the third

independent simulation the GIS melt forcing of the original RCP8.5-GIS scenario is multiplied by 1.5 (RCP8.5-GISx1.5).

The fourth simulation uses the RCP4.5 GHG forcing but combines it with the RCP8.5-GISx1.5 GIS melt forcing (RCP4.5-

GISRCP8.5x1.5; see Tab. 3). Some of these idealized scenarios are rather extreme and are unlikely to occur in reality, for20

instance RCP4.5-GISRCP8.5x1.5, which implies only limited global warming combined with a very large melt rate of the

GIS, but they allow us to assess the bounds within which the AMOC-emulator has predictive power, e.g. can or cannot be used.

The predictive power of the AMOC-emulator is quantified by a skill score (SS) following:

SS = 1− RMSEprediction

RMSEreference
(20)

As reference, or null model, we take an AMOC-emulator with zero prediction skill, meaning that it simply reproduces the25

original calibration data. We use RCP8.5-GIS as reference for RCP8.5x0.5-GIS, RCP8.5x1.5-GIS and RCP8.5-GISx1.5, and

RCP4.5-GIS for RCP4.5-GISRCP8.5x1.5. From Eq. 20 it follows that a skill score between zero and one indicates predictive

power of the AMOC-emulator.

We find that for large changes in the GHG forcing, the UVic-based AMOC-emulators are well capable of predicting the

AMOC evolution of UVic in terms of sign and amplitude and perform better than the reference model with skill scores of30

0.39±0.07 and 0.19±0.06 for RCP8.5x1.5-GIS and RCP8.5x0.5-GIS, respectively (upper panels Fig. 8). For large changes in

the applied GIS melt forcing the picture is more complex (lower panels Fig. 8). A strong increase in GIS melt under a low GHG
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scenario (RCP4.5-GISRCP-8.5x1.5) shows an excellent performance of the AMOC-emulator with a skill score of 0.76±0.09,

but for the high GHG scenario, a 50% increase in GIS melt (RCP8.5-GISx1.5) leads to a deterioration of the fit between UVic

and AMOC-emulator with consequently a negative skill score (-1.5±0.56). The latter shows that the UVic-based AMOC-

emulators tend to overestimate the impact of GIS melt on the AMOC strength under high-end GHG scenarios. Summarizing,

in all four cases the emulator predicts the correct sign of the AMOC response to changes in the forcings, and in three out of5

four cases the AMOC-emulator is shown to have the predictive power.

4 Discussion

Overall, the predictive power of the AMOC-emulator is reasonable when one considers the simplicity of the AMOC box model,

but for forcing scenarios that are increasingly far away from the forcings that are used in tuning the AMOC-emulator, the pre-

dictive power decreases. A large advantage of using a physics-based AMOC-emulator that is tuned with large climate forcings,10

over the use of for instance a statistical AMOC-emulator, is that it projects the point after which the AMOC collapses and

switches to an off state, as this is an integral part of the physics of the Stommel model. It is clear that using an AMOC-emulator

introduces new uncertainty into AMOC projections, however, for which level of added uncertainty an AMOC-emulator is

still useful is a question that is difficult to address. Another important consideration when using the AMOC-emulator is the

spread in GCM climate forcing scenarios that is included in the tuning process. When using only a single climate change15

scenario, a better match can be obtained between the AMOC evolution given by the GCM and AMOC-emulator, however, in

this case the reliability of the AMOC-emulator will quickly decrease for different climate forcings. On the other hand, one

could use a large number of climate change projections in the tuning process to obtain a lesser fit for individual scenarios, but

an AMOC-emulator that is applicable to a much larger range of climate change scenarios. The best strategy to be followed

strongly depends on the research question in mind.20

The assumptions behind the AMOC-emulator presented here, limit it to projecting AMOC changes on multi-decadal and

larger timescales. Therefore, the applied GCM-based climate forcings and AMOC strength time series should best be filtered to

exclude high frequency variability. Moreover, an AMOC-emulator that is tuned to specific GIS melt experiments is likely not

applicable to experiments in which melt water is applied to a different geographical region or with a different seasonal cycle.

This is not to say that the presented AMOC-emulator framework cannot equally be applied to other sources of melt water25

input. Finally, many processes that are known to impact the AMOC are not considered in the AMOC-emulator, for instance the

impact of winds, gyre circulation, Southern Ocean upwelling or deep water formation outside of the North Atlantic (see Sect.

1). If such processes would prove to dominate the AMOC response to future climate change, a different AMOC box model

should be considered that places emphasis on that particular process.
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5 Summary

We have presented an AMOC-emulator that can be used to assess the uncertainties in AMOC projections produced by GCMs

under future changes in surface temperatures, freshwater fluxes and melting of the GIS. Following a SA algorithm, the AMOC-

emulator can be tuned and forced using a limited number of GCM projections of future climate change, making it suited to

be applied to model inter-comparison initiatives. We test our methodology by tuning the AMOC-emulator towards the AMOC5

evolution simulated with the UVic model for the historical period and four future projections up to the year 2300 including

increases in GHG concentrations and GIS melt. The results show that the UVic-based AMOC-emulator captures the overall

characteristics of the centennial response of the AMOC to changes in regional temperatures and GIS melt. This is confirmed

by testing the predictive power of the AMOC emulator for a number of independent UVic simulations that are not used in the

tuning procedure. The AMOC-emulator is a valuable tool to study the uncertainty in GCM-based AMOC projections, such as10

the one recently being performed on the results from the AMOCMIP project (Bakker et al., 2016).

Code availability

The MATLAB model code of M-AMOC1.0 and UVic-based example forcing files are available in the supplement.
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Table 1. Prescribed parameter values of the AMOC-emulator. The volumes of the oceanic boxes 1-3 and the depths of all oceanic boxes are

following Zickfeld et al. (2004). ψ̄i denotes the average latitude of box i.

Symbol Value Unit Description

σ 5.67 10−8 Wm−2K−4 Stefan Bolzmann constant

ρO 1025 kgm−3 Density of seawater

ρA 1.005 kgm−3 Density of air

cO 4000 Jkg−1K−1 Specific heat of seawater

cA 1000 Jkg−1K−1 Specific heat of air

S0 35 psu Reference salinity

V1 1.1 1017 m3 Volume of Southern box

V2 0.68 1017 m3 Volume of low-latitude box

V3 0.4 1017 m3 Volume of Northern box

z1 3000 m Depth of Southern box

z2 1000 m Depth of low-latitude box

z3 3000 m Depth of Northern box

h 8400 m Height of atmosphere

C ρAcAh= 8.410−8 Jm−2K−1 Atmospheric heat capacity

Ii Ii = 295 + 125cos2ψ̄i Wm−2 Latitude dependent incoming SW

αi αi = 0.6− 0.4cos ψ̄i - Latitude dependent planetary albedo

Ki Ki = 2.105 cos ψ̄i m2s−1 Latitude dependent meridional atmospheric

eddy diffusivity

Table 2. AMOC-emulator parameter ranges based on the 10 best fits and the bounds that are applied in the fitting procedure.

Hydraulic con-

stant k

Thermal coupling con-

stant (Γ)

Southern to

low-latitude

freshwater flux

(F01 )

Low-latitude

to Northern

freshwater flux

(F02 )

Southern to

low-latitude

hydrological

sensitivity (h1 )

Low-latitude

to Northern

hydrological

sensitivity (h2 )

Volume of

deep Atlantic

box (V4 )

Unit 1018m3s−1 108Jm−2s−1K−1 Sv Sv SvK−1 SvK−1 1014m3

Range 1.12 to 2.07 6.89 to 16.61 0.0006 to

0.0154

-0.23 to 0.02 0.001 to 0.009 -0.022 to 0.002 8.3 to 55.0

Bounds k>0 Γ > 0 - - - - V4 > 0
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Figure 1. Outline of the AMOC-emulator. The five atmospheric boxes in light blue and the four oceanic boxes in dark blue and their

respective spatial dimensions. The arrows indicate the direction of advection of heat and salt by the AMOC (purple), heat exchange by the

atmosphere (red), freshwater exchange (F1 and F2; light blue), Greenland Ice Sheet melt (FGIS ; light blue) and radiative forcing (yellow).

The capital letters denote the state variable(s) of the different boxes and the subscript the box number and atmosphere or ocean in case of

temperatures.
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Figure 2. Flow chart for Simulated Annealing algorithm. See Section 2.3 for details.
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Figure 3. Example of the changes as a function of the iteration step in SA-algorithm cost function (C), SA-temperature (ψ) and the seven

tuning parameters of the AMOC-emulator: hydraulic constant k, thermal coupling constant Γ, southern to low-latitude freshwater flux F1,

low-latitude to northern freshwater flux F2, volume of deep Atlantic box V4, southern to low-latitude hydrological sensitivity h1 and low-

latitude to northern hydrological sensitivity h2. The horizontal dotted line in the top left panel shows the imposed maximum cost function

for a reasonable fit.
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Figure 4. UVic (red) regional atmospheric temperature anomalies (relative to 2006; K) and the regional temperature forcings used in the

AMOC-emulator by tuning the ‘total atmosphere effect’ (green). Results are given for the historical period, RCP4.5-nomelt and RCP8.5-

nomelt and for the boxes 1-3.
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Figure 7. Evolution of the AMOC strength (Sv; maximum meridional overturning streamfunction at 26◦N below 500m depth) for the

historical period, RCP4.5-nomelt, RCP4.5-GISmelt, RCP8.5-nomelt and RCP8.5-GISmelt (left to right) from UVic (red) and the 10 best

AMOC-emulator fits to the UVic results (green). For reference the remaining ’reasonable’ fits are shown in gray. As an indication of the

goodness-of-fit between UVic and the UVic-based AMOC-emulator, RSMEs ((m3s−1)2) are given in the top of the panels for all 10 AMOC-

emulator fits combined (µ±σ).
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Figure 8. Comparison of simulated AMOC strength anomalies (Sv) by UVic (red) and the 10 best UVic-based AMOC-emulators (green)

for the four forcing scenarios that have not been used in the tuning procedure: top left RCP8.5x1.5-GISmelt, top right RCP8.5x0.5-GISmelt,

bottom left RCP8.5-GISmeltx1.5 and bottom right RCP4.5-GISmeltRCP8.5x1.5. Anomalies are calculated with respect to the original ex-

periments, that is RCP8.5-GISmelt for the top two panels and the lower left, and RCP4.5-GISmelt for the results in the lower right panel.

As an indication of the goodness-of-fit between UVic and the UVic-based AMOC-emulator, RSMEs ((m3s−1)2) are given in the top of the

panels for all 10 AMOC-emulator fits combined (µ±σ), again with respect to the original experiments.
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Figure 9. Comparison of simulated AMOC strength anomalies (Sv) by the AMOC-emulator with (green) or without (blue) inclusion of

meridional atmospheric heat transport. Results are given for the average over the 10 best UVic-based AMOC-emulators and for the historical

period, RCP4.5-nomelt, RCP4.5-GISmelt, RCP8.5-nomelt and RCP8.5-GISmelt (left to right).
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Table 3. Experimental design of UVic simulations. The GHG scenarios refer to the scenarios described by Meinshausen et al. (2011). The last

column describes if the simulation is used to tune the UVic-based AMOC-emulator or if it is used as an independent check on the predictive

power of the AMOC-emulator.

Experiment name GHG GIS melt Initial conditions Tuning

Historical Historical no 2ky PI yes

RCP4.5 RCP4.5 no 2006 Historical yes

RCP4.5-GIS RCP4.5 RCP4.5 2006 Historical yes

RCP8.5 RCP8.5 no 2006 Historical yes

RCP8.5-GIS RCP8.5 RCP8.5 2006 Historical yes

RCP8.5x0.5-GIS RCP8.5x0.5 RCP8.5 2006 Historical no

RCP8.5x1.5-GIS RCP8.5x1.5 RCP8.5 2006 Historical no

RCP8.5-GISx1.5 RCP8.5 RCP8.5x1.5 2006 Historical no

RCP4.5-GISRCP8.5x1.5 RCP4.5 RCP8.5x1.5 2006 Historical no
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